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Abstract
Emerging contaminants (ECs) are group of chemicals that widely appeared in
the aquatic and terrestrial environments. Due to its ambiguous fate and potential
risk to the ecosystem and/or human health, ECs have received much attention to
scientists in recent years. Although numerous works have been done, information
on the fate of emerging contaminants and impact to the environment are still limited.
Artificial sweeteners – acesulfame (ACE) was recently recognized as EC
because of its persistence and ubiquitous occurrence in the worldwide environment.
Although ACE is safe for human consumption, research on the fate of ACE and
potential risk to the environment was scarce. Recently, ACE by-products derived
from photolysis/photocatalysis, chlorination and permanganate oxidation were
reported that have shown higher toxicity than precursors. Some of its byproducts
are potential carcinogens. Alternative advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) for
safe removal of ACE from contaminated water and investigation of its
transformation pathways are urgently demanded.
To fill this research gap, the transformation and the changes in toxicity of ACE
under peroxone (O3/H2O2) process were firstly studied in this work. ACE was
effectively degraded through hydroxyl radicals (HO•) derived from peroxone
process. Degradation of ACE under peroxone process with different influential
ii

parameters was systematically studied. Transformation products (TPs) of ACE were
identified through ultra-high performance liquid chromatography – quadrupole
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (UHPLC-QTOF-MS). Molecular structures of
four new identified TPs were tentatively proposed according to the mass
measurements with high accuracy and fragments generated from MS/MS. The
declined toxicity compared to conventional treatments of ACE was probably owing
to difference in transformation chemistry and generation of different TPs. Peroxone
process demonstrates to be a promising treatment for safe removal of ACE.
However, unreacted hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) released to the environment
that may become a potential threat to biota, which is the drawback of H2O2-based
AOPs. UV/chlor(am)ination are emerging AOPs for replacing conventional
UV/H2O2. Degradation of ACE under UV/chlor(am)ination were then investigated.
The major reactive species for ACE degradation under UV/chlor(am)ination were
UV irradiation, HO• and reactive chlorine species (RCS). Transformation pathways
under different treatments were systematically compared. The differences in ACE
TPs formation among treatments were due to different reactive species generated
in the reaction. Toxicity results revealed that TPs in UV/chlor(am)ination had
higher toxicity compared to other treatments.
Permanganate/bisulfite (PM/BS) is a novel AOPs that can degrade a broad
iii

range of ECs at extraordinary high rate. The degradability of PM/BS process
towards different representative types of compounds was further studied by
investigating the kinetics, reaction site specificity and transformation chemistry.
ACE and carbamazepine (CBZ) are typical olefinic compounds. Sucralose (SUC)
was selected as a representative compound that without aromatic and olefinic
moieties. Preferred reaction sites of Mn3+ species were elucidated by identification
of the TPs with UHPLC-QTOF-MS. Cleavage of olefinic bonds was the main
reaction mechanism of PM/BS process. Chemical structures containing electrondonating groups also preferentially reacted with electrophilic Mn3+ species during
the process. In addition, degradation of ACE during PM/BS process did not induce
higher toxicity. General prediction rules for PM/BS process towards degradation of
organic contaminants were proposed.
In summary, this work presents several AOPs for degradation of ACE in water,
presenting direction for further study to develop new treatment processes for ACE
and other ECs which would yield higher toxicity by-products in traditional
degradation at water treatment facilities.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1. Emerging contaminants
1.1.1. Background
Emerging contaminants (ECs) are relatively new group of non-regulated
compounds that have been frequently detected in water but recently classified as
significant pollutants in the environment.1 These contaminants include
pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs), endocrine disrupting
compounds (EDCs), artificial sweeteners (ASs), UV filters, nanomaterials,
microplastics etc.2 The sources of ECs in the environment are mainly come from
human related activities such as discharge of treated wastewater from industrial and
municipal wastewater treatment plants, hospital effluents, agricultural activities and
landfill leachate.3 Nowadays, ECs have been globally detected in sediments, surface
water, drinking water, groundwater, wastewater influents and effluents from few ng
L-1 to several hundred µg L-1 levels.4–6
These contaminants may have potential hazard or adverse effect to
environments and the humans even at trace levels.2 ECs can bioaccumulate in soil,
plants and animals. Furthermore, microbiological resistance, endocrine disrupting
effect on various organisms, reproductive problem and incidence of cancers are also
observed.4 Unfortunately, conventional water treatment facilities cannot completely
1

degrade ECs. The occurrence of ECs may have adverse effects to the ecosystem,
drinking water supplies and human health.3
ECs can undergo transformation to form transformation products (TPs) in the
environments. ECs can be transformed through several mechanisms. First, TPs can
be formed from human or animal metabolism of pharmaceuticals. Second, TPs can
be generated during oxidation processes such as chlorination, ozonation etc. for
disinfection and removal of ECs. Third, TPs is derived from natural and engineered
environment (e.g. Hydrolysis, photolysis).7 However, much attentions are received
about the occurrence of TPs in the environment. Due to their higher abundance,
persistence, mobility and more toxic than precursors, TPs become a potential threat
to ecosystems and humans.7 TPs can be classified into three categories: (1) Water
treatment leads to the loss of primary biological activity induced by the precursor;
(2) Generated TPs are regulated and have higher toxicity than the precursors; (3)
Production of toxic/bioactive compounds from target contaminants with low
biological activity.8 However, various treatments would yield different reactive
species that generate different TPs and lead to different toxicity. Acesulfame (ACE)
is one the most worrisome example of ECs which its TPs have a significantly
enhancement in toxicity.

2

1.1.2. Acesulfame-K – as emerging contaminants
Acesulfame-K (ACE) is frequently used as artificial sweeteners in beverages,
foods, drugs and sanitary products especially for patients who had diabetic disease
and/or obesities.9 ACE is inert to metabolism and excreted into the domestic
wastewater treatment system unchanged.10 Therefore, ACE is ubiquitous in various
water matrices, including marine seawater, groundwater, finished drinking water,
wastewater influent and effluent ranged from sub-µg L-1 to mg L-1. The
concentrations of ACE in aquatic environment were much higher than other ECs.10–
15

Due to its high environmental concentration, high water solubility, persistence

and low partition coefficient, ACE was used as a potential marker of anthropogenic
wastewater and municipal landfill leachates.9,16,17 Previous ecotoxicological studies
reported that ACE has a low bioaccumulation potential and acute or chronic toxicity
to green algae, water fleas and duckweed with Lowest Observed Effect
Concentration (LOEC) > 1,000 mg L-1.18 However, latest study revealed that ACE
may produce oxidative stress and damage to the antioxidant enzymes (superoxide
dismutase and catalase) in gill, brain and muscle of Cyprinus carpio when it is
exposed to trace level (0.05 and 149 µg L-1) for 96 hours.19 Therefore, ACE
deserved more studies on the environmental fate and potential risk in aquatic
environment.
3

To investigate the fate of ACE in the aquatic environment, previous researches
were

focused

on

photolysis/photocatalysis,

different

treatment

electro-oxidation,

techniques.
ozonation,

Biodegradation,
ferrate

oxidation,

permanganate oxidation, chlorination, UV-Fenton and UV/persulfate were
investigated in the literature.2,12-22 Transformation of ACE in the environment is
complicated, with more than twenty TPs were identified. Some of these TPs were
more persistent than precursors.10,20–24,28,29 Photocatalytic TPs of ACE was found >
500 folds higher toxicity than precursors in Vibrio fisheri. These toxic ACE-TP has
demonstrated developmental toxicity in terms of tail detachment, heart rate,
hatching rate and survival rate in zebrafish embryo.10,20 Moreover, Ren et al. (2016)
observed that photo-induced TPs of ACE caused damage to the liver of Carassius
auratus when 0.1 mg L-1 of ACE is photolyzed for 7 days.31 ACE-TPs derived from
permanganate oxidation were found to have enhanced toxicity towards V. fischeri.28
ACE is the parent compound of various disinfection by-products (DBPs) under
chlorination ─ regulated halomethanes, haloacetic acids and also non-regulated
haloacetamides are potential carcinogens.29 In addition, Br-DBPs are generated
under chlorination of ACE in bromide-containing wastewater which are more
mutagenic, cytotoxic and genotoxic than Cl-DBPs.32 These findings raise another
critical issue on the formation of harmful byproducts.10 In light of the above,
4

alternative effective and safer chemical treatments should be considered for
elimination of ACE and its TPs.

1.2. Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs)
Advanced Oxidation Processes are the oxidation treatments for the
degradation of organic contaminants through the generation of highly reactive
radicals, for example, hydroxyl radical (HO•), sulfate radical (SO4•-) and reactive
chlorine species (RCS) (i.e. chlorine radical (Cl•), chlorine oxide radicals (ClO•)
and dichloride anion radical (Cl2•-)).33
All AOPs have two steps of reaction. (1) In-situ production of high reactivity
species through different kind of production techniques. Miklos et al. (2018) have
divided AOPs into five different categories: ozone-based (ozonation at alkaline
condition, addition of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2); UV-based treatment (addition of
H2O2, ozone (O3), chlorine (Cl2), peroxydisulfate (PS), peroxymonosulfate (PMS)
and monochloramine (NH2Cl) with UV irradiation; electrochemical-based
(involvement of electrodes); catalytic-based (involvement of homogeneous and
heterogeneous catalyst); physical-based (involvement of electromagnetic radiation,
plasma and sonication).33 (2) Generate high reactivity species to react with organic
contaminants. HO• degrades organic contaminants non-selectively through one5

electron abstraction with inorganic ions, hydrogen atom abstraction for oxidation
of saturated hydrocarbons, addition to olefinic moiety and aromatic rings.34 SO4•is highly selective than HO• and react with aromatic rings with electron-donating
moieties via electron abstraction.34 For RCS, they are more selective reactive
species than HO• and favor react with organic contaminants containing electronrich moieties.33

1.2.1. Ozone-based Advanced Oxidation Process
Ozone is a strong oxidant which has been frequently applied in water treatment
to enhance the biodegradability, removal of metals and disinfection.4 Ozone
molecule can selectively react with ECs containing electron-rich moiety such as
olefinic group and aromatic ring and through production of non-selective OH• from
ozone to attack all kind of organic contaminants.4,33,35 Ozonation is proven to
degrade EDCs and pesticides effectively.4 However, ECs lack of electron-rich
moieties such as X-ray contrasting media, artificial sweeteners (e.g. sucralose) are
only partially removed by ozone.35
To improve ozonation efficiency during water treatment, more research is
focused on the investigation of ozone-based AOPs to improve degradation
efficiency towards ECs by HO• and aiming for higher mineralization. Strategies
6

include the use of alkaline condition, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) etc.33

1.2.1.1.Ozonation at alkaline pH
Ozonation at alkaline pH can increase degradation of organic contaminants via
the production of HO•.33 However, O3 reacts with OH- in a relatively low reaction
rate (k = 70 M-1 s-1).33 The concentration of OH- directly proportional to the
production of HO•. When the water treatment proceeded at pH value greater than
8, ozonation can be used as an AOP.33 Reaction mechanisms of ozonation in alkaline
medium are proposed (Eq. 1-1 – 1.4).34

O3 + OH- → HO2• + O2•-

(Eq. 1-1)

O3 + O2•- + H2O → HO• + 2O2 + OH−

(Eq. 1-2)

O3 + OH- → HO2− + O2

(Eq. 1-3)

O3 + HO2− + H2O → HO2• + O2 + HO• + HO−

(Eq. 1-4)
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1.2.1.2.Peroxone Process (O3/H2O2)
During the peroxone process, reaction between O3 and H2O2 in low reaction
rate (k < 0.01 M-1 s-1), while reaction between O3 and peroxide anion (HO2-) in a
higher reaction rate (k = 5.5 x 106 M-1 s-1).36 The reaction mechanisms of yielding
HO• by peroxone process are summarized in Eq. 1-5 – 1-9. Fischacher et al. (2013)
reported that peroxone process had higher yield of HO• (50%) than the
decomposition of O3 with natural organic matter (~ 20%).36,37 The removal rates of
pharmaceuticals and pesticides by peroxone process are better than conventional
ozonation.4

H+ + HO2-

(Eq. 1-5)

HO5-

(Eq. 1-6)

HO5- → HO2• + O3•-

(Eq. 1-7)

H 2 O2
HO2− + O3

O3•O•- + H2O2

O2 + O•HO• + HO-
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(Eq. 1-8)
(Eq. 1-9)

1.2.2. UV-based Advanced Oxidation Process
Ultraviolet (UV) photolysis has been increasingly employed for drinking
water and wastewater disinfection.38 Low-pressure (monochromatic emission) and
medium-pressure (polychromatic emission) mercury lamp are the common light
source of UV irradiations.33 There are several advantages in applying UV photolysis:
High efficiency in inactivating pathogenic microorganisms, formation of less DBPs,
small space-occupancy and simple operation and maintenance.38 UV photolysis
was not only used for disinfection purpose but also for decomposition of ECs
through photochemical reactions.4,38 There are two types of photolysis, direct and
indirect UV photolysis. For direct photolysis, it means the degradation of ECs
through direct absorption of UV photons. The general reaction for ECs by direct
UV photolysis is shown as follows (Eq. 1-10):

EC + hv → products

(Eq. 1-10)

For indirect UV photolysis, it happens in the present of oxidants/catalyst (e.g.
hydrogen peroxide, ozone, persulfate, peroxymonosulfate, chlorine, chloramine
and photocatalysis) through the production of free radicals for attacking ECs.4,33
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1.2.2.1.UV/chlorination (UV/Cl2)
UV/chlorination (UV/Cl2) is a relatively new AOP that can produce high
reactivity HO• and RCS (i.e. Cl•, ClO• and Cl2•-) to degrade organic contaminants.
The standard reduction potentials of Cl•, Cl2•- and ClO• are 2.4 V, 2.0 V and 1.8 V,
respectively.39,40 Although RCS is less reactive than HO• (E0 = 2.7 V), RCS has
higher selectivity and favor react with higher electron density moieties.40 Therefore,
HO• and RCS are the complementary reactive species to degrade a broad range of
organic contaminants. The formation of RCS and HO• in the UV/Cl2 process are
summarized in Eq. 1-11 – Eq. 1-19.41,42 The efficiency of photolysis of HOCl/OCldepends on the molar extinction coefficient. HOCl and OCl- has higher molar
absorption coefficient at UV254 comparing to H2O2, which are 62 M-1 cm-1, 60 M-1
cm-1 and 18.6 M-1 cm-1, respectively. Furthermore, the photolysis quantum yield in
radical production of HOCl (0.62 mol Es-1) and OCl- (0.60 mol Es-1) are having
higher efficiency than H2O2 (0.50 mol Es-1).41
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HOCl/OCl− + hv → HO• /O•- + Cl•

(Eq. 1-11)

HOCl/OCl− + HO• → ClO• + H2O/OH-

(Eq. 1-12)

HOCl/OCl− + Cl• → ClO• + Cl-

(Eq. 1-13)

Cl- + Cl•
OH- + Cl•

H2O + Cl•
ClOH•−

Cl2•− + H2O
HClOH•

Cl2•-

(Eq. 1-14)

ClOH•−

(Eq. 1-15)

ClOH•− + H+

(Eq. 1-16)

OH• + Cl-

(Eq. 1-17)

HClOH• + Cl-

(Eq. 1-18)

ClOH•− + H+

(Eq. 1-19)

1.2.2.2.UV/chloramination (UV/NH2Cl)
Chlorination has been frequently applied in the water treatment worldwide for
water disinfection, however, a large variety of DBPs are produced during
chlorination such as regulated trihalomethanes (THMs) and haloacetic acids
(HAAs).42,43

Chloramine is commonly used as an alternative secondary

disinfectant of free chlorine or as a secondary disinfectant after chlorination for
many drinking water treatment facilities. In normal environmental conditions of
temperature and pHs (6-9), monochloramine (NH2Cl) is the major species observed
in the water treatment process.43 The reactivity of NH2Cl (E0 = 0.74 V) is lower
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than chlorine (E0 = 1.36 V).44 Therefore, NH2Cl is less reactive to NOM and
produce a lower level of regulated DBPs and provide a long-term disinfection.42,43
Combination of UV and chloramine as an AOPs recently has received much
attention.41,42 UV photolysis of NH2Cl generates Cl• and amidogen radical (H2N•)
with a relatively higher molar absorption coefficient at UV254 with 371 M-1 cm-1
and the quantum yield is 0.50 mol Es-1.41 In addition, the yield of Cl• is about 2-4
folds higher than in UV/Cl2.41,42 Cl• can then produce a series of radicals such as
HO•, Cl2•- and chloramine radical (NHCl•) as given in Eq. 1-14 – Eq.1-23.
Moreover, NH2Cl can also transform to dichloramine (NHCl2) and trichloramine
(NCl3) in different pH value and chlorine-to-nitrogen ratios.42,43 Therefore, the
mechanism of organic contaminants removal during UV/NH2Cl is complex.42

NH2Cl + hv → H2 N• + Cl•

(Eq. 1-20)

NH2Cl + Cl• → NHCl• + H+ + Cl-

(Eq. 1-21)

NH2Cl + Cl2•- → NHCl• + H+ + 2Cl-

(Eq. 1-22)

NH2Cl + HO• → NHCl• + H2O

(Eq. 1-23)
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1.2.3. Progress in Advanced Oxidation Process
1.2.3.1.Permanganate/bisulfite (PM/BS)
Permanganate (MnO4-) have been frequently applied in the water treatment or
soil remediation for removing organic contaminants and dissolved manganese.28,45
MnO4- owns its distinguished properties including moderate cost, safe and ease of
handling, relatively stable in broad range of pH and no tendency in formation of
halogenated by-products.28,45 Although MnO4- is classified as a strong oxidizing
agent (E0 = 1.69 V), some of the organic contaminants are selectively degraded in
a relatively slow degradation rate compared to conventional AOPs (e.g. HO•) and
yielded little mineralization.45,46
Recently, bisulfite (HSO3-) was reported to activate MnO4- producing highly
reactive free Mn3+ species (aquo- and hydroxo-Mn3+) for degrading a broad range
of organic contaminants in milliseconds.45,47,48 The reaction mechanisms are
summarized in Eq.1-24 – Eq. 1-27. Degradation rate of organic contaminants in
this permanganate/bisulfite (PM/BS) process are 5-7 orders of magnitude higher
than in conventional AOPs45,47,48. It is because PM/BS process can generate Mn3+
reactive species 106-108 times higher than the production of HO• in conventional
AOPs (10-12 -10-14 M).47 Moreover, the important roles of HSO3- and O2 under
PM/BS process were studied recently. It is proposed that HSO3- acts as a
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complexing agent, helping to form more stable Mn3+ species (Mn3+-sulfito
complexes) for the oxidation of contaminants, with the excess HSO3- compete with
organic contaminants to form the Mn3+-complex.49 O2 can rapidly oxidize SO3·− to
SO5·− and avoid SO3·− to compete with target contaminants for Mn3+ species.50
Latest research revealed that a “catalytic role exchange” phenomenon occurs during
the PM/BS process.51 Mn3+ acts as a catalyst for the reaction between HSO3- and O2
while both HSO3- and O2 are catalysts for Mn3+ to degrade organic contaminants
(Eq. 1-28 –Eq. 1-29). It was further proposed that the ternary system of
Mn3+/HSO3-/O2 is an oxidative species formed during the PM/BS process.51

2H+ + 2HSO3− + MnO4− → Mn(III) + 2H2O + 2SO42-

(Eq. 1-24)

Mn(III) + organic compound → products + Mn 2+

(Eq. 1-25)

2Mn(III) + 2H2O → Mn 2+ + MnO2 + 4H+

(Eq. 1-26)

2Mn(III) + HSO3- + H2O → 2Mn 2+ + SO42- + 3H+

(Eq. 1-27)

Mn(III) catalyst
2HSO3- + O2 ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ 2H+ + 2SO42-

(Eq. 1-28)

2−

HSO3 /O2 catalysts
Mn(III) + Organic contaminants ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Products + Mn 2+
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(Eq. 1-29)

1.3. Aims of thesis work
Emerging contaminants received much attention because of its ubiquitous
occurrence and potential threat to the aquatic environment. To investigate the
impact of advanced oxidation processes on the emerging contaminants’
transformation and change in ecotoxicity, a lot of researches have been done
previously. However, studies on transformation chemistry of acesulfame in water
and the ecotoxicity of its transformation products under advanced oxidation
processes are scarce. In this thesis work, the fate of acesulfame in aquatic
environment was studied because of its worldwide occurrence in different natural
waters, the formation of toxic byproducts generated from different water treatments
and imposed adverse effect to organisms in different trophic levels.10,20,28,29,31 In
Chapter 2, the use of peroxone process for the transformation of ACE was studied.
The objective of this work was to investigate whether peroxone process is an
suitable alternative treatment choice for safe degrade ACE in water. Through this
study, the influential parameters for degrading ACE including kinetics,
transformation chemistry under peroxone process were illuminated. ACE
transformation pathways under peroxone process were compared with other
reported treatment processes in order to investigate the target TPs that contribute to
the change in toxicity.
15

Based on limitation of using H2O2 in AOPs obtained from Chapter 2, another
AOPs coupling with UV irradiation and alternative oxidants – chlorine and
monochloramine was studied in Chapter 3. The objective of this chapter was to
investigate the ACE transformation chemistry under UV/chlor(am)ination.
Moreover, several influential parameters of the UV/chlor(am)ination process
including kinetics, contribution of reactive species were also investigated. ACE
transformation pathways under UV/chlor(am)ination were compared with other
treatment processes that involving various reactive species. The change of toxicity
in different treatments was also compared.
In Chapters 2 and 3, reactive radicals have been used for degrading ACE in
water. In Chapter 4, non-radical typed permanganate-bisulfite process was used
for degradation of ACE in water. The objective of this work was to propose a
general prediction rule for the effective degrading of organic contaminants under
this treatment process. Degradation of olefinic moieties of ACE, carbamazepine
and aliphatic sucralose under permanganate-bisulfite process were investigated.
Through the transformation chemistry of olefinic contaminants, the primary
reaction site of permanganate-bisulfite process was proposed.
The main objective of this thesis work is to investigate the environmental fate
of emerging contaminants and their transformation chemistry under different AOPs
16

treatments. Through this thesis work, it is wish to provide direction for further study
in developing advanced treatment processes for ACE removal and mineralize toxic
by-products.
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Chapter 2 Removing acesulfame with the peroxone process:
Transformation products, pathways and toxicity
2.1. Introduction
Emerging contaminants (ECs) are ubiquitous in the aquatic environment and
have known or potential adverse effects on the ecosystem and humans even at trace
levels.1 Although ECs can be eliminated by different chemical treatment processes
(i.e., in water treatment plants), some of the transformation products (TPs) produced
showing a higher toxicity to the environment than parent compounds, raising
concern that they pose threats to the environment.2 Developing techniques that can
safely remove ECs is critical, and the criteria for “safety” must include evaluation
of the toxicity of the transformation products.
Acesulfame is one of the most common contaminants in aquatic environments
with the maximum concentrations as high as 2.5 mg L-1.3,4 Alarmingly, there are
currently no treatments that can safely remove or degrade ACE in municipal water
supplies.5 ACE degradation by, and ecotoxicity after, photolysis/photocatalysis,
chlorination and MnO4- oxidation have been investigated.4–8 ACE-TPs derived
from these treatments found toxicity enhancement on different trophic level of
organisms. All these results demonstrate that alternative treatments for safe removal
of ACE from contaminated water are required.
24

O3/H2O2 (peroxone process) is an Advanced Oxidation Process (AOP) that
generates stronger oxidant HO• compared with O3, through addition of H2O2 to
accelerate O3 decomposition (Eq. 2-1 – Eq. 2-5).
H+ + HO2-

(Eq. 2-1)

HO5-

(Eq. 2-2)

HO5- → HO2• + O3•-

(Eq. 2-3)

H 2 O2
HO2− + O3

O3•O•- + H2O2

O2 + O•HO• + HO-

(Eq. 2-4)
(Eq. 2-5)

Previous study has indicated that the peroxone process yields ~ 50% HO•,
which is a higher yield than O3 decomposition with dissolved organic matter (DOM)
(e.g. phenol: 24%, triethylamine: 15%).9,10 Therefore, the peroxone process can
produce more HO• than ozonation for enhancing the removal rate of ozonerefractory compounds.10,11 Pharmaceuticals, pesticides and beta-blockers have been
shown to have higher removal rates (97-100%) during the peroxone process than
during ozonation because of more HO• generated in the peroxone process.12
Moreover, the peroxone process has become more attractive as a water treatment
means than ozonation because it can rapidly reduce the formation of key
intermediates of bromate (HOBr/OBr-) back to bromide, thereby minimizing
bromate formation.13 Bromate is a potential human carcinogen, and its formation is
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the major limitation of using ozonation for bromide-containing water.13 With regard
to ACE, batch experiments treating wastewater effluent with the peroxone process
have shown that ACE is removed; however, the TPs produced have not been studied,
and their toxicity remains unknown.14
The objective of present study was to investigate the transformation products
of the peroxone process in degrading ACE in waters. The influence of H2O2 dose,
pH and types of water matrices were studied. TPs produced were first identified,
and then transformation pathways were proposed using UHPLC-QTOF-MS. The
ecotoxicities of TP mixtures were evaluated by the inhibition test with the marine
bacterium, V. fischeri. In addition, ACE transformation pathways were compared
with those of various other treatment processes in order to present guidance for
future research to improve water treatments for ACE and other ECs which would
form toxic by-products in conventional degradation at municipal treatment plants.
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2.2. Degradation of Acesulfame in the Peroxone Process
The degradation of ACE through ozonation and the peroxone process follows
pseudo-first order kinetics which was linear fit to ln (C/C0) against reaction time
(Eq. 2-6). The degradation rates of ACE in different conditions are summarized in
Table 2-1.
−

d[ACE]
= k obs [ACE]
dt

(Eq. 2-6)

where kobs represents the pseudo-first order rate constant (min-1). [ACE] = ACE
concentration (mg L-1).
The dissolved ozone concentrations in the solution in both ozonation and the
peroxone process are shown in Figure 2-1. During the peroxone process, only a
trace level of dissolved ozone was detected in the presence of H2O2.

Figure 2-1. Dissolved ozone concentration in the solution. Conditions: O3 output:
1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: 5 mg L-1, [H2O2]: 60 mg L-1, Temp: 21 ± 2 oC.
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Table 2-1. Pseudo-first order acesulfame degradation rate constants under
ozonation and peroxone processes, n = 2.
ACE concentration pH H2O2 concentration
(mg L-1)

kobs

(mg L-1)

(min-1)

R2

5

7

-

0.091

0.914

5

7

4

0.124

0.963

5

7

40

0.196

0.959

5

7

60

0.268

0.941

5

7

80

0.178

0.976

5

6

60

0.213

0.967

5

8

60

0.271

0.978

0.1

7

-

0.174

0.960

0.1

7

0.6

1.190

0.978

0.1

7

1.2

1.444

0.950

0.1

7

6

2.914

1.000

0.1

7

20

0.613

0.975

0.1

7

60

0.340

0.999
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To investigate the efficacy of peroxone process for ACE degradation,
ozonation was used as the reference treatment for comparison. 99% of ACE was
degraded by ozonation in 30 min with degradation rate of 0.091 min-1, while
peroxone process could completely degrade ACE within 20 min with degradation
rate of 0.268 min-1. The results demonstrated that the peroxone process was more
efficient for ACE degradation than ozonation (Figure 2-2). Since the reaction
between O3 and H2O2 in the peroxone process yielded more HO• than O3 itself.11
Moreover, ACE degradation was significantly suppressed when t-BuOH is
presented in the solution. t-BuOH is a strong HO• scavenger ( k HO• : 6×108 M-1 s-1)
thus not favor react with O3 ( k O3 : 3 × 10-3 M-1 s-1) (Figure 2-3).15,16 This
observation may mean that the HO• is contributing more significantly than O3 to
ACE degradation in the peroxone process.
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Figure 2-2. Degradation of acesulfame under ozonation and peroxone processes.
Conditions: O3 output: 1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: 5 mg L-1, [H2O2]: 60 mg L-1 for the
peroxone process; Temp: 21 ± 2 oC; pH: 7.

Figure 2-3. Effect of radical scavenging on acesulfame degradation under peroxone
process. Conditions: O3 output: 1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: 5 mg L-1, [H2O2]: 60 mg L1

, [t-BuOH]: 2200 mg L-1, Temp: 21 ± 2 oC, pH: 7.
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2.2.1. Effect of Hydrogen Peroxide
In order to optimize the efficiency of ACE degradation during the peroxone
process, the effect of H2O2 concentration in the solution was evaluated since H2O2
can be both the generating agent and scavenger of HO•.17 The results show that,
after adding 4 – 60 mg L-1 of H2O2 to the reaction system, the ACE degradation rate
increased and reached a maximum rate of 60 mg L-1 of H2O2 (0.268 min-1) which
was significantly higher than in ozonation (0.091 min1) (Figure 2-4a). However,
suppression of ACE degradation was observed after adding 80 mg L-1 H2O2 and the
degradation rate of ACE dropped to 0.178 min-1. These results indicate that the
peroxone process can enhance the rate of ACE degradation through increasing
production of HO•. On the other hand, excess H2O2 reacts with HO• to yield less
reactive radicals (e.g. HO2•) and inhibiting degradation. Benzophenone-3 and
ciprofloxacin were also observed with similar phenomenon during the peroxone
process.18,19
Since H2O2 may harmful to cell membranes of living organisms, the remained
H2O2 need to be quenched before treated water is released into a distribution
system.20,21 In this context, H2O2 concentrations were monitored during the reaction
period (Figure 2-5). Although more H2O2 was degraded when using relatively
lower concentrations of H2O2, the results indicate that only tiny portions of the
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added H2O2 were used during the reaction. Interestingly, 60 mg L-1 of H2O2 was not
the optimal dosage for degrading environmentally relevant concentrations of ACE
(0.1 mg L-1) (Figure 2-4b). After adding 0.6-6 mg L-1 of H2O2, the degradation rate
of ACE significantly enhanced from 1.190 min-1 to the maximum rate of 2.914 min1

. However, after adding 20 mg L-1 H2O2 to the reaction system, the degradation

rate was suppressed (0.613 min-1). These results show that the optimal H2O2 dose
for ACE degradation is ACE concentration-dependent. Although 6 mg L-1 H2O2 is
a relatively low concentration that can reduce cost, approximately 5 mg L-1 of
unreacted H2O2 is released in effluent that may still a potential threat to living
organisms.22 Chlorine is frequently applied to destroy residue H2O2 and provide
long-term disinfection in the distribution system.21
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Figure 2-4. Effect of hydrogen peroxide dose on the degradation of acesulfame
under peroxone process. Conditions: O3 output: 1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: (a: 5 mg L1

; b: 0.1 mg L-1); Temp: 21 ± 2 oC; pH: 7.
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Figure 2-5. Degradation of hydrogen peroxide under peroxone process. Conditions:
O3 output: 1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: 5 mg L-1, Temp: 21 ± 2 oC, pH: 7.

2.2.2. Effect of pH
Degradation rates and reaction mechanisms of the peroxone process to organic
contaminants are affected by pH.23 Moreover, pH of a solution is one of the key
parameters in the peroxone process since it may alter the protonation/deprotonation
of compound of interest such as benzophenone-3.19 However, as ACE has a pKa
value of 2.0, deprotonation form of ACE was dominant at all pHs used in this
study.24 Results show that ACE degradation rates for peroxone process increase at
higher pH (Figure 2-6). In the slightly acidic medium (pH 6), the peroxone process
demonstrated a lower reaction rate than under pH 7 and pH 8, and H2O2 was not
favored to dissociate to yield HO2- which led to less formation of HO•.25 The
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reaction rate of ACE at neutral pH (0.268 min-1) was increased compared to slightly
acidic conditions (0.213 min-1). The highest degradation rate of ACE in the
peroxone process was found at pH 8 (0.271 min-1). Since H2O2 favors dissociation
and generate HO2- at alkaline pH (Eq. 2-1), it was more effective in promoting the
decomposition of O3 to HO• than to OH-.25 Moreover, O3 could also react with OHto yield HO•.25 Increase of reaction rate at alkaline pH was also reported for
benzophenone-3 in the peroxone process.19

Figure 2-6. Effect of pH on the degradation of acesulfame under peroxone process.
Conditions: O3 output: 1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: 5 mg L-1, [H2O2]: 60 mg L-1; temp:
21 ± 2 oC.
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2.2.3. Application to Real Water Matrices
The applicability of both ozonation and the peroxone process for degrading
ACE in different water matrices was comprehensively studied by analyzing the
influence of the chemical composition of the water on degradation (Table 2-2).
Within 30 min ozonation, removal rate for ultrapure water, tap water and
wastewater with 0.1 mg L-1 ACE were 100%, 97.6% and 54.7%, respectively. The
peroxone process significantly enhanced ACE degradation in different types of
water matrices (Figure 2-7b). Time required for complete removal of ACE by the
peroxone process for ultrapure water and tap water were less than 2 min and 15 min,
respectively, 74.8% of ACE were removed in 30 min of peroxone process. In other
words, ultrapure water has the highest degradation rate followed by tap water and
then wastewater. Phattarapattamawong et al. (2018) also reported that peroxone
process was about 2-20% better than ozonation in removing ACE from
wastewater.14 One of the possible reasons for lower removal rate of ACE in
wastewater was due to the higher total alkalinity, in other words, having a relatively
higher concentrations of CO32- and HCO3- (Table 2-2). Both CO32- and HCO3- could
react with HO• to yield less reactive carbonate radicals (CO3-•) and had higher
selectivity in reacting with organic contaminants, leading to further loss of
reactivity.25 Furthermore, the higher COD and UV254 value of wastewater indicated
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the presence of higher contents of organic oxidizable compounds (e.g. NOM and
aromatic compounds) that can be HO• scavengers. In general, the peroxone process
should be applied in water matrices with lower organic matter content and total
alkalinity. In order to overcome the influence of higher COD and alkalinity, higher
dose of ozone should be applied during the treatment of wastewater by peroxone
process.

Table 2-2. Parameters of water matrices used.
Tap water

Wastewater

pH

7.41

7.45

COD (mg L-1)

1.1

136.4

UV254 (cm-1)

0.0081

0.0381

32.6

119.7

Total alkalinity (mg L-1 as CaCO3)
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Figure 2-7. Effect of real water matrices (ultrapure water, tap water and wastewater)
on acesulfame degradation under (a: ozonation; b: peroxone process). Conditions:
O3 output: 1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: 0.1 mg L-1, [H2O2]: 6 mg L-1; Temp: 21 ± 2 oC.
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2.3. Identification of Transformation Products and Proposed Transformation
Pathways of ACE
ACE-TPs generated by the peroxone process have not been reported
previously. Evaluation of environmental risks of peroxone process produced ACETPs is important when this process is applied in the municipal water treatment
plants. Table 2-3 summarizes the retention times, molecular formulae,
experimental and exact masses, mass errors and Double Bond Equivalents (DBE)
for all TPs. Total of fifteen TPs are produced after peroxone process where eleven
ACE-TPs have already been identified in different treatment processes.4,5,8,26–29
Four new TPs, namely TP-182, TP-184, TP-210 and TP-226, are firstly identified.
Mass errors of all proposed molecular formulae are within 5 ppm from theoretical
masses, implying that proposed molecular formulae are in strong confidence.
To elucidate the new TPs structures derived from the peroxone process, a
proposed level system from Schymanski et al. (2014) was followed including exact
masses measurement, isotopic patterns and MS/MS fragmentations; thereafter,
plausible structures of new TPs were proposed.30 Deprotonation mode [M-H]- was
used to generate the fragments from tentative precursor ions. Figure 2-8
summarizes the fragmentation of new TPs.
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Based on the MS/MS fragments at m/z 121.9552 [CNO4S]-, 110.9757
[CH3O4S]-, 102.0201 [C3H4NO3]- and 96.9605 [HSO4]- and DBE equals 2, TP-182
was proposed to be an alicyclic compound. TP-184 was proposed to be in acyclic
structure, since its DBE equals 1 and it has MS/MS fragments at m/z 151.9658
[C2H2NO5S]-, 123.9705 [CH2NO4S]-, 95.9762 [H2NO3S]- and 72.0091 [C2H2NO2]-.
Furthermore, TP-184 was proposed to have similar structure to TP-170 as formation
of same m/z 152 fragment and TP-152 has been identified in previous study.4,26 TP182 and TP-184 could be formed intermediate ion (m/z = 166) through
hydroxylation and hydration, respectively. TP-210 suggested to be a cyclic
molecule due to its calculated DBE equals 2, and it has fragments at m/z 149.9864
[C3H4NO4S]-, 105.9603 [CNO3S]-, 96.9604 [HSO4]-, 88.0401 [C3H6NO2]- and
59.0141 [C2H3O2]-. The structure of TP-210 was deduced close to TP-168b because
of sharing the same fragment at m/z 150 with TP-168b which is observed in Li et
al. (2016).4 Moreover, TP-226 is proposed to have cyclic structure based on the
fragments at m/z 165.9818 [C3H4NO5S]-, 105.9609 [CNO3S]-, 96.9603 [HSO4]- and
59.0139 [C2H3O2]-. Interestingly, both TP-210 and TP-226 had one carbon atom
more than ACE which is seldomly reported in ECs transformation. Most TPs have
higher polarity and smaller molecular mass than precursors unless undergo
polymerization.28 Formation of TP-210 and TP-226 were hypothesized through
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esterification between acetic acid and the intermediates. Since acetic acid was
commonly detected in ozone-based treatments with various ECs, thus this scenario
become possible.31,32 Furthermore, both TP-210 and TP-226 had the same fragment
at m/z 59, which is possibly acetate moiety. Figure 2-9 illustrates the proposed
transformation pathways of ACE in the peroxone process. The major transformation
mechanism was suggested through hydroxylation, hydrolysis, oxidation and
(de)hydration.
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Table 2-3. Exact mass information of acesulfame transformation products under peroxone process.
Name

Molecular Formula RT(min) Experimental Mass Exact Mass Mass Error (Δppm) DBE
[M-H]-

[M-H]-

[M-H]-

Reference

TP-96

[H2NO3S]-

1.911

95.9763

95.9761

2.08

0

4,5,8,26,27,29

TP-152

[C2H2NO5S] -

1.894

151.9663

151.9659

2.63

2

4,26,27

TP-154

[C2H4NO5S] -

1.902

153.9816

153.9816

0.00

1

4,8

TP-168a

[C2H2NO6S] -

2.015

167.9606

167.9608

-1.19

2

4,8,26,27

TP-168b

[C3H6NO5S] -

1.965

167.9978

167.9972

3.57

1

4,8

TP-170

[C2H4NO6S] -

1.893

169.9769

169.9765

2.35

1

4,8,26,27

TP-178

[C4H4NO5S] -

2.301

177.9816

177.9816

0.00

3

29
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TP-192

[C4H2NO6S] -

2.552

191.9603

191.9608

-2.60

4

29

TP-194

[C4H4NO6S] -

2.175

193.9759

193.9765

-3.09

3

4,8,27

TP-196

[C4H6NO6S] -

2.086

195.9917

195.9921

-2.04

2

4,8,27

TP-212

[C4H6NO7S] -

1.931

211.9866

211.9870

-1.89

2

4,27

TP-182

[C3H4NO6S] -

2.082

181.9764

181.9765

-0.55

2

This Work

TP-184

[C3H6NO6S] -

1.928

183.9925

183.9921

2.17

1

This Work

TP-210

[C5H8NO6S] -

2.100

210.0076

210.0078

-0.95

2

This Work

TP-226

[C5H8NO7S]-

2.196

226.0033

226.0027

2.65

2

This Work

RT: Retention time
DBE: Double bond equivalent
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Figure 2-8. Product ion scan spectra of new acesulfame transformation products (a:
TP-182; b: TP-184; c: TP-210; d: TP-226). Mass errors are shown in parentheses.
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Figure 2-9. Proposed transformation pathways of acesulfame degradation under peroxone process. Those highlighted in red represent newly
identified TPs.
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ACE-TPs generated from peroxone process were monitored in order to
comprehensively study the evolution of TPs during the treatment (Figure 2-10).
The variations in relative yields of TPs based on treatment time are expressed in
(TP abundance)t /(ACE abundance)0 as a function of time. The ratio does not
represent the TP concentration in the solution and is only used for discussion on the
TPs abundance variation.5 TP-194 sharply increased at beginning of the treatment
and reached its maximum yield at 20 mins while TP-196 arrived to its maximum
abundance at 50 min; both decreased gradually afterwards. These phenomena
reveal that both TP-194 and TP-196 are produced to be initial intermediates and
further production of other TPs.4,8,27 TP-152, TP-170 and TP-184 demonstrate
similar evolution trends. They increase smoothly and reach to their highest
abundance at 60 min (approximately 29%, 70% and 12% respectively) and then
slightly decrease. On the other hand, TP-168a was found increasing continuously
even after 80 min. Similar evolution profiles of both TP-168a and TP-170 were also
reported in Scheurer et al. (2012).26 TP-96 raises to its maximum in first 10 min and
then remained steady. The abundance of TP-168b, TP-178, TP-192, TP-210, TP212 and TP-226 were relatively low (< 0.2%).
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Figure 2-10. Time profiles of acesulfame transformation products produced under
peroxone process. Conditions: O3 output: 1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: 20 mg L-1, [H2O2]:
60 mg L-1; temp: 21 ± 2 oC, pH: 7. (a): TP-96, 152, 168a, 170 and 184; (b): TP154, 168b, 178, 182, 192, 194, 196, 210, 212, 226).
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2.4. Ecotoxicity Assessment by Microtox Assay
From literature, ACE-TPs generated from various treatments possessed higher
toxicity on several trophic levels of organisms.4–8 Therefore, in order to investigate
whether the peroxone process is a better treatment for the environment toxicity
assessment for ACE TPs generated during the peroxone process is required. In this
context, a preliminary ecotoxicity assessment was performed with Microtox
bioassay.
Changes in the inhibition rate in various time is shown in Figure 2-11. Before
the peroxone treatment, ACE demonstrated 20% of bioluminescent inhibition. The
inhibition rate sharply increased and reached to the maximum inhibition rate (38%)
after 20 min and then declined gradually for prolonged treatment. Toxicity
enhancement in the initial stage of the peroxone process may imply that more toxic
intermediates are generated during the treatment. TP-194 is one of the possible
intermediates that contribute to toxicity enhancement due to its comparable
evolution profiles to the change of bioluminescent inhibition (Figure 2-10b).
Generation of more toxic intermediates in the initial stage of ozone-based
treatments

were

also

reported

in

ibuprofen,

indigo

dye

and

sulphamethoxazole.31,33,34 However, the final ACE-TPs exhibited similar toxicity
with the parent compound after peroxone process rather than toxicity enhancement
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observed in photolysis/photocatalysis and MnO4- oxidation.6–8 Although it is a
significant improvement that peroxone process did not generate more toxic TPs as
other treatments, final ACE-TPs derived from peroxone process did not completely
remove which may have alternative hazard to the aquatic environment. Searching
for alternative treatment that can completely remove the TPs is required.

Figure 2-11. Changes in the inhibition rate of Vibrio fischeri under peroxone
process. Conditions: O3 output: 1.5 mg min-1, [ACE]0: 20 mg L-1, [H2O2]: 60 mg L1

; Temp: 21 ± 2 oC; pH: 7.
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2.5. Comparison of Transformation Pathways Under Different Treatments
Differences in observed toxicity responses in ACE degradation could be due
to different transformation pathways and reaction mechanism under different
treatments, leading to the generation of different TPs. All the reported ACE TPs
from different treatments are summarized in Table 2-4.
One of the major transformation pathways of the peroxone process is the
addition of HO• to the olefinic double bond of ACE to yield a dihydroxyl compound
(TP-196). TP-196 is then oxidized to ring cleavage and yield carbonyl TP-194
through intramolecular reaction.27 TP-194 can further undergo hydrolysis to
generate relatively stable aldehyde hydrates of TP-170 and TP-212, which are
stabilized by the adjacent α-carbonyl.8,26 Interestingly, TP-170 was also the major
TP in both the ozone-based treatments and permanganate oxidation.8,26 That is
probably because HO• and MnO4- rapidly attack on the olefinic group,
decomposing the entity into a carbonyl and carbonyl oxide moiety. Furthermore,
TP-194 is also involved in the hydrolysis of the ester group and is further oxidized
to carboxylic acid (TP-168a). Both TP-154 and TP-168b are produced by breakage
of initial intermediates – TP-196. The above TPs have also been identified during
photocatalysis since both reaction mechanisms are attributed to HO•.4,25
Alternatively, ACE can undergo hydroxylation to produce TP-178, and react further
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via hydration and oxidation to generate TP-192.29
Since the primary reaction sites are on olefinic double bond of ACE, most of
the TPs derived from peroxone process are also identified during photocatalysis and
MnO4- oxidation. Therefore, these two processes may share similar transformation
pathways.4,8 However, some major TPs reported in photolysis/photocatalysis,
permanganate oxidation and chlorination were not found in the peroxone process
(Table 2-4). TP-180 is one of the major ACE byproduct in both
photolysis/photocatalysis and biodegradation.6,28,29 TP-180 can further undergo
photo-rearrangement to generate TP-136.27 Meanwhile, TP-137 can be produced by
alternative UV-hydrolysis pathways by losing -NCO from ACE hydrolysate.4
Alternatively, ACE can undergo intramolecular rearrangement to generate more
polar TP-162.28 TP-226a, TP-230a and TP-230b are unique TPs, identified in only
photolysis/photocatalysis, which indicates that these TPs require the input of light
energy for degradation.4,27,28 Enhancement in photo-toxicity has been contributed
to the presence of these unique TPs. In addition, MnO4- may also favorably to react
with the nitrogen atom of ACE which is electron-rich moiety and yield unique
major TP TP-164b. TP-164b can further undergo oxidation and hydrolysis to yield
TPs without N atom (TP-149, TP-169 and TP-217).8 These major intermediates
probably contribute to the observed toxicity enhancement.
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Table 2-4. Comparison of acesulfame transformation products generated from different treatment processes.
Molecular Formula
No.

Exact Mass

Photolysis 27,28/

Name

Chlorination
[M-H]-

[M-H]-

Photocatalysis

4

Permanganate

Peroxone

Oxidation 8

Process a

5

1

TP-96

[H2NO3S]-

95.9761

✓*

✓

×

✓*

2

TP-130

[ClHNO3S]-

129.9371

×

✓*

×

×

3

TP-136

[C3H6NO3S] -

136.0074

✓*

×

×

×

4

TP-137

[C3H5O4S] -

136.9914

✓*

×

×

×

5

TP-149

[C4H5O6]-

149.0092

×

×

✓*

×

6

TP-152

[C2H2NO5S] -

151.9659

✓

×

×

✓*

7

TP-154

[C2H4NO5S] -

153.9816

✓

×

✓

✓
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8

TP-162

[C4H4NO4S]-

161.9867

✓*

×

×

×

9

TP-164a

[Cl2NO3S]-

163.8981

×

✓

×

×

10

TP-164b

[C4H6NO4S]-

164.0023

×

×

✓*

×

11

TP-168a

[C2H2NO6S] -

167.9608

✓

×

✓

✓

12

TP-168b

[C3H6NO5S] -

167.9972

✓

×

✓

✓

13

TP-169

[C3H5O6S]-

168.9812

×

×

✓*

×

14

TP-170

[C2H4NO6S]-

169.9765

✓

×

✓*

✓*

15

TP-178

[C4H4NO5S]-

177.9816

×

×

×

✓

16

TP-180

[C4H6NO5S] -

179.9972

✓*

×

×

×

17

TP-182

[C3H4NO6S]-

181.9765

×

×

×

✓
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18

TP-184

[C3H6NO6S] -

183.9921

×

×

×

✓*

19

TP-192

[C4H2NO6S]-

191.9608

×

×

×

✓

20

TP-193

[C4H5N2O5S] -

192.9925

✓

×

✓*

×

21

TP-194

[C4H4NO6S] -

193.9765

✓

×

✓

✓

22

TP-196

[C4H6NO6S] -

195.9921

✓

×

✓*

✓

23

TP-206

[C2H2Cl2NO4S]-

205.9087

×

✓*

×

×

24

TP-210

[C5H8NO6S]-

210.0078

×

×

×

✓

25

TP-212

[C4H6NO7S] -

211.9870

✓

×

×

✓

26

TP-217

[C4H9O8S]-

217.0024

×

×

✓*

×

27

TP-226a

[C4H4NO8S]-

225.9663

✓

×

×

×
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a

28

TP-226

[C5H8NO7S]-

226.0027

×

×

×

✓

29

TP-230a

[C4H8NO6S2] -

229.9799

✓

×

×

×

30

TP-230b

[C4H8NO8S]-

229.9976

✓

×

×

×

31

TP-240

[C2HCl3NO4S]-

239.8697

×

✓

×

×

: This study

*: Major intermediates in each process
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2.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, degradation of ACE in water by peroxone process was
systematically investigated, with regard to degradation kinetics, TPs formation and
ecotoxicity. In the peroxone process, the degradation of ACE followed pseudo-firstorder kinetics in which HO• is the major reactive species. Degradation kinetics rates
were affected by H2O2 dose, pH and water matrix.

A total of fifteen TPs were identified by UHPLC-QTOF-MS. Four TPs were
reported for the first time and their structures were tentatively proposed. The
possible transformation pathways of ACE in the peroxone process were suggested;
Hydroxylation, hydrolysis, oxidation and (de)hydration were proposed to be the
main reaction mechanisms. Time-course profiles indicated that more persistent TPs
than ACE were present during the reaction.

Microtox assay revealed that initial stages of the peroxone process would yield
higher acute toxicity intermediates than ACE. When the reaction continued, the
acute toxicity decreased gradually to a level similar to ACE. This result
demonstrates that complete degradation of ACE during peroxone treatment
generated TPs of less toxicity than other treatments. However, final TPs derived
from peroxone process still remain certain level of toxicity which may be another
potential hazard to the ecosystem.
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Chapter 3 Transformations of acesulfame undergoing
UV/chlor(am)ination: kinetics, byproducts identification and
toxicity assessment
3.1. Introduction
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) based advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) –
UV/H2O2 and O3/H2O2 have been reported to effectively degrade a broad range of
emerging contaminants (ECs) through hydroxyl radicals (HO•).1 However, the
molar absorptivity of H2O2 at UV254 (18.6 M-1 cm-1) and quantum yield (0.50 mol
Es-1) are relatively insufficient.2 Therefore, addition of excess H2O2 is required. In
literature, only 5-10% of the applied H2O2 is used under H2O2-based AOPs in the
drinking water treatment.3 Chlorine/Chloramine is frequently applied to destroy
residual H2O2 and provide a long-term disinfection in the distribution system.3,4
UV/chlorination (UV/Cl2) is an alternative AOPs for replacing UV/H2O2
through the production of highly reactive HO• and reactive chlorine species (RCS)
(i.e. Cl•, ClO• and Cl2•-) to degrade organic contaminants.3–5 HO• degrades the
organic contaminants unselectively while RCS selectively degrade organic
contaminants with electron-rich moieties.6 Therefore, UV/Cl2 can degrade a broad
range of organic contaminants because of the diverse reactive species.7 Moreover,
the unreacted chlorine after the treatment gives prolong disinfection in water
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distribution systems.5
Although UV/Cl2 treatment process has attracted much attention in recent
years, a combination of UV and chloramines is rarely investigated. In a recent report
on UV photolysis of monochloramine (NH2Cl), it yielded Cl• and amidogen radical
(H2N•) with a relative higher molar absorptivity at UV254 (371 M-1 cm-1) and the
quantum yield is 0.50 mol Es-1.2 The generated Cl• is approximately 2-4 times more
than in UV/Cl2.2,8 UV/NH2Cl was reported that can effectively degrade 1,4-dioxane
and carbamazepine.8,9
The transformation pathways and ecotoxicity of transformation products (TPs)
of organic contaminants after UV/chlor(am)ination become a concern. RCS reacted
with naproxen and trimethoprim to generate chlorinated TPs. However, toxicity
enhancement of Vibrio fischeri in naproxen and trimethoprim was observed after
UV/Cl2.5,10 Moreover, disinfection byproducts (DBPs) of trichloronitromethane,
chloroform

and

trichloroacetanitrile

were

also

produced

after

UV/chlor(am)ination.7,8 Up till now, UV/chlor(am)ination have not been
investigated in the degradation of artificial sweeteners. The fate of artificial
sweeteners

and

the

toxicity

of

transformation

products

(TPs)

under

UV/chlor(am)ination remain unknown. Therefore, acesulfame (ACE) is chosen as
the representative target as artificial sweeteners in this study because of its
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ubiquitous occurrence, persistence and formation of more toxic TPs after various
reported oxidation processes.11,12
The aim of this study was to investigate the transformation products of the
UV/chlor(am)ination in degrading ACE in waters. The influence of pH, coexisted
solutes and water matrix were studied. Contribution of reactive species in the
UV/chlor(am)ination processes for ACE

degradation were investigated.

Identification of TPs were performed through UHPLC-QTOF-MS. ACE
transformation pathways during UV/chlor(am)ination were proposed and compared
with other treatment processes which have different reactive species. The
ecotoxicities of TP mixtures derived from different treatment means were evaluated
by Microtox assay.
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3.2. Degradation of acesulfame under the UV/chlor(am)ination processes
The degradation of ACE under chlorination, chloramination, UV photolysis,
UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl were studied. As depicted in Figure 3-1, ACE cannot be
degraded by chlorination and chloramination due to their low oxidation properties
to organic contaminants. It was reported that the degradation half-life of ACE at pH
7.5 is 99 min when its molar ratio to chlorine is 1:70.12 Therefore, as expected,
chlorination cannot degrade ACE at this relatively low molar ratio (1:12). The
degradation of ACE through UV photolysis, UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl follows
pseudo-first order kinetics which is linear fit to ln (C/C0) against reaction time (Eq.
3-1).

−

d[ACE]
= k obs [ACE]
dt

(Eq. 3-1)

where kobs means the pseudo-first order reaction rate constant (min-1).
92% of ACE was degraded by direct UV photolysis at UV fluence of 1,350 mJ
cm-2 with a degradation rate of 0.086 min-1 with the same conditions of UV fluence,
the degradation rates of UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl to ACE could increase to 0.110
min-1 and 0.115 min-1, respectively. The results indicated that both UV/Cl2 and
UV/NH2Cl were more effective in degrading ACE than UV photolysis alone due to
the production of reactive species such as RCS and HO• (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1. Degradation of ACE under chlorination, chloramination, UV photolysis,
UV/chlorination and UV/chloramination. Conditions: [ACE]: 5 µM; [Cl2]: 60 µM;
[NH2Cl]: 60 µM, pH: 7, UV fluence rate: 0.75 mW cm-2.
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3.2.1. Effect of pH
Degradation of ACE under UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl process were studied from
pH range of 6-8. These conditions are mostly used in drinking water treatment plant
with NH2Cl as the dominant chloramines species in this pH range.8 Results show
that ACE degradation under the UV/Cl2 treatment are pH-dependent and increase
at lower pH (Figure 3-2a). The degradation rate of ACE at pH 7 (0.110 min-1) was
slightly higher than in a slightly alkaline condition (0.109 min-1). ACE was
degraded with the highest reaction rate (0.178 min-1) at pH 6. Since HOCl may
dissociate to OCl- at pH 7.5. Therefore, HOCl is dominant at acidic conditions. Due
to the higher UV254 quantum yield of HOCl (0.62 mol Es-1) than OCl- (0.60 mol Es1

), photolysis of HOCl can generate more HO• and Cl• during the UV/Cl2 process

for ACE degradation at acidic environment.2
Unlike UV/Cl2 process, pH demonstrated an insignificant influence on the
ACE degradation under UV/NH2Cl process (Figure 3-2b). A relatively higher
degradation rate of ACE was observed at neutral pH (0.115 min-1). Photolysis of
NH2Cl is pH independent. Similar observation was reported in carbamazepine
during UV/NH2Cl treatment.8,13
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Figure 3-2. Effect of pH on the degradation of acesulfame under UV/chlorination
(a); UV/chloramination (b). Conditions: [ACE]: 5 µM; [Cl2]: 60 µM; [NH2Cl]: 60
µM, UV fluence rate: 0.75 mW cm-2.
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3.2.2. Effect of coexisted solutes
The presence of chloride (Cl-), bicarbonate (HCO3-) and NOMs in natural
waters may affect ACE degradation in both of the UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl processes.
The influence of Cl-, HCO3- and NOM are summarized in Figure 3-3.
Negligible influence of Cl- on ACE degradation under UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl
was observed. Although Cl- can react with HO• to produce HOCl•-, the reaction rate
of the dissociation of HOCl•- (6.1 × 109 s-1) is more rapid compared to the
formation of HOCl•- (23.0 s-1).6,14 Moreover, Cl- can react with Cl• to yield Cl2•-.
However, Cl2•- has a longer life time (in microseconds) and lower reactivity than
Cl•. The produced Cl2•- would favor decomposition back to Cl- and Cl•.6,14 Similar
phenomenon was also observed in phenacetin and carbamazepine.6,14
However, HCO3- showed inhibition effects on ACE degradation in the UV/Cl2
and UV/NH2Cl processes. The degradation rates declined to 0.094 min-1 and 0.097
min-1, respectively, under UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl processes. HCO3- can rapidly
react with Cl• and HO• to yield relatively low reactivity and high selectivity
carbonate radicals (CO3•-), leading to loss of reactivity.8,14
The presence of NOM in water also inhibited the degradation of ACE. The
degradation rates of ACE were decreased to 0.094 min-1 and 0.097 min-1 in UV/Cl2
and UV/NH2Cl, respectively, as NOM is typical radicals scavenger which can react
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with RCS, H2N• and HO•.8,14,15

Figure 3-3. Effect of coexisted solutes on the degradation of acesulfame under
UV/chlorination and UV/chloramination treatments. Conditions: [ACE]: 5 µM;
[Cl2]: 60 µM; [NH2Cl]: 60 µM, pH: 7; UV fluence rate: 0.75 mW cm-2.
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3.2.3. Application to Real Water Matrices
The applicability of both UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl for degrading ACE in
different water matrices was studied and summarized in Figure 3-4. The parameter
of water matrices used was shown in Table 2-2. The degradation rate of ACE during
UV/Cl2 treatment for ultrapure water, tap water and wastewater were 0.110 min-1,
0.109 min-1 and 0.093 min-1, respectively. That means, degradation of ACE is the
most efficient in ultrapure water followed by tap water and then wastewater.
UV/NH2Cl has shown a similar degradation efficiency of ACE in real water
matrices. The degradation rate of ACE during UV/Cl2 for ultrapure water, tap water
and wastewater were 0.115 min-1, 0.111 min-1 and 0.100 min-1, respectively. Lower
degradation rate of ACE in wastewater under UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl processes was
attributed to the relatively higher concentration of HCO3- in the wastewater. Cl• and
HO• radicals derived from UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl react with HCO3- to yield CO3•-,
with a loss of reactivity.15,16 Moreover, the higher COD and UV254 value of
wastewater indicated the presence of high level of NOM that can also be HO• and
Cl• scavengers. Although ACE degradation in wastewater was inhibited during the
UV/chlor(am)ination process, the degradation rate was higher than direct UV
photolysis. Results implied that UV/chlor(am)ination are a better choice in
degrading organic contaminants. Generally, UV/chlor(am)ination process should be
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used in water matrices with lower NOM and alkalinity contents.

Figure 3-4. Effect of real water matrices (ultrapure water, tap water and wastewater)
on acesulfame degradation under UV/chlorination and UV/chloramination.
Conditions: [ACE]: 5 µM; [Cl2]: 60 µM; [NH2Cl]: 60 µM, pH: 7; UV fluence rate:
0.75 mW cm-2.
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3.2.4. Contribution of reactive species
To investigate the contribution of reactive species to the degradation of ACE,
different radical scavengers (nitrobenzene (NB), tert-butanol (t-BuOH) and
bicarbonate (HCO3-) were used.17 NB is selectively react with HO• with the rate of
3.9 × 109 M-1 s-1 but have low reactivity (< 106 M-1 s-1) to other oxidants (e.g. UV
irradiation, chlorine and RCS (Cl•, ClO•, Cl2•-)) under UV/Chlor(am)ination.3,5,18
t-BuOH can inhibit Cl•, ClO• and HO• instead of Cl2•- while HCO3- can inhibit Cl•,
Cl2•- and HO• instead of ClO•.17 Each radical scavenger was added into the reaction
system separately. The overall degradation kinetics of UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl are
shown in Eq. 3-2 and Eq. 3-3, respectively. Since reaction rate of specific RCS
reacting with contaminants are remain unknown. Therefore, Eq. 3-2 – 3.3 can
further rearrange to Eq. 3-4 – 3-5.5

k ' UV/Cl2 = k ' UV + k 'Cl2 + k ' HO• + k 'Cl• + k 'ClO• + k 'Cl •−

(Eq. 3-2)

2

k ' UV/NH2Cl = k ' UV + k ' NH2Cl + k 'HO• + k 'Cl• + k ' NH • + k 'ClOH•− + k 'Cl •−

(Eq. 3-3)

k ' UV/Cl2 = k ' UV + k 'Cl2 + k ' HO• + k 'RCS

(Eq. 3-4)

2

2

k ' UV/NH2Cl = k ' UV + k ' NH2Cl + k 'HO• + k ' RCS + k ' NH •
2

(Eq. 3-5)

where individual k’ represent pseudo-first order kinetics rate for various reactive
species.
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Pseudo-first order kinetics rate for Cl2 and NH2Cl can be ignored due to
neglected degradation of ACE (Figure 3-1). Moreover, H2N• is less reactive
radicals (E0 = 0.6 V) comparing with HO• and RCS, therefore degradation of ACE
via H2N• can be ignored.8 Furthermore, OCl• is not contributed to ACE degradation
under UV/chlor(am)ination due to the scavenging effect was observed when HCO3present in the solution (Figure 3-3).17 When NB present in the solution, degradation
rate of ACE declined from 0.110 min-1 to 0.104 min-1 under UV/Cl2 process. While
degradation rate decreased from 0.115 min-1 to 0.090 min-1 under UV/NH2Cl. As
only HO• is scavenged in the solution, UV irradiation and RCS were main reactive
species contribute to ACE degradation. When t-BuOH present in the solution, the
degradation rate of ACE under UV/chlor(am)ination processes were decreased to
0.082 min-1. Results indicated that RCS and HO• were scavenged.
Figure 3-5 demonstrates the calculated pseudo-first order rate constants of
ACE degradation via UV irradiation, HO• and RCS during UV/chlor(am)ination.
The relative contributions of UV irradiation, HO• and RCS to ACE degradation
were 75%, 5% and 20% under UV/chlorination, respectively. The relative
contributions of UV irradiation, HO• and RCS to ACE degradation were 71%, 22%
and 7% during UV/chloramination, respectively.
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Figure 3-5. Contribution of UV irradiation, hydroxyl radical and reactive chlorine
species to the degradation of ACE under UV/chlorination and UV/chloramination.
Conditions: [ACE]: 5 µM; [Cl2]: 60 µM; [NH2Cl]: 60 µM, pH: 7; UV fluence rate:
0.75 mW cm-2.
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3.3. Identification of Transformation Products and Proposed Transformation
Pathways of ACE
ACE-TPs generated under UV/chlor(am)ination process have not been
reported previously. Evaluation of environmental risks of UV/chlor(am)ination
produced ACE-TPs are important when these processes are applied in the
municipal water treatment plants. Identified TPs formulae, experimental and exact
masses with mass errors and DBE were summarized in Table 3-1. Thirty-two TPs
are produced after UV/Cl2 while twenty-eight TPs are generated after UV/NH2Cl.
Nineteen ACE-TPs have already been identified in different treatment
processes.11,12,19–23 Thirteen new TPs, namely TP-154b, TP-156, TP-170b, TP-171,
TP-172, TP-173, TP-196b, TP-205, TP-212b, TP-214, TP-236, TP-237 and TP262 are firstly identified. Mass errors of all proposed molecular formulae are less
than 5 ppm from theoretical masses, implying that proposed molecular formulae
are with strong confidence.
To elucidate the new TPs structures derived from the UV/chlor(am)ination
processes, a proposed level system based on Schymanski et al. (2014) was followed
including exact masses measurement, isotopic patterns and MS/MS fragmentations;
thereafter, plausible structures of new TPs were proposed.24 Deprotonation mode
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[M-H]- was used to generate the fragments from tentative precursor ions. Figure 36 summarizes the fragmentation of new TPs.

With the RCS in UV/chlor(am)ination processes, a series of chlorinated-ACE
(Cl-ACE) TPs were produced. Some of the newly identified Cl-ACE TPs may have
close

relationship

with

the

reported

TPs

derived

from

photolysis/photocatalysis.11,20,21 TP-171 and TP-205 are proposed to have close
relationship with TP-137. Since both TP-171 [C3H4ClO4S]- and TP-205
[C3H3Cl2O4S]- shared similar molecular formulae with TP-137 [C3H5O4S]- with the
same DBE. Moreover, both TP-171 and TP-205 have similar fragments with TP137 and with the addition of one or two chlorine atoms (Figure 3-6d, Figure 36h).11 TP-196b is suggested having a similar molecular structure with ACE (Figure
3-6g).12 In addition, TP-212b and TP-178 are probably having close relationship
because of the same DBE, similar fragmentation with one chlorine atom difference
and molecular formulae (Figure 3-6i).22 Furthermore, TP-214 is proposed to be
mono-Cl TP-180 due to their same DBE, similar fragmentation with one chlorine
atom difference and molecular formulae (Figure 3-6j).20–22 TP-236 is proposed to
be di-Cl TP-168b, since they have the same DBE and similar molecular formulae
(Figure 3-6k).11
Apart from the formation of Cl-ACE TPs, several known DBPs were also
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formed during ACE UV/chlor(am)ination processes and direct UV photolysis with
sequential chlor(am)ination (Table 3-2). These DBPs are dichloroacetic acid,
dichloroacetamide and trichloroacetamide, of which all have been identified during
chlorination of ACE.12 Confirmation of their molecular structures was performed
using UHPLC-QTOF-MS.12 Dichloroacetic acid was regulated by the USEPA
because of its potential carcinogenicity.12 The two N-DBPs, dichloroacetamide and
trichloroacetamide, possess higher genotoxicity and cytotoxicity than haloacetic
acids, haloacetonitriles and halonitromethanes in mammalian cell assays.25
Formation of these undesired DBPs maybe a potential threat to environment and
human when degradation of ACE under UV/chlor(am)ination and UV photolysis
with sequential chlor(am)ination (UV+Cl2/NH2Cl). The formation of these DBPs
under UV/chlor(am)ination was also reported in diuron, ibuprofen and
acrylamide.3,26,27
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Table 3-1. Exact mass information of acesulfame transformation products under UV/chlor(am)ination.
Compound Molecular Formula Retention time
[M-H]-

(min)

Experimental mass

Exact mass

Mass

(Relative abundance)

[M-H]-

error

[M-H]-

DBE

Reference

∆m (ppm)

TP-96

[H2NO3S]-

1.998

95.9759

95.9761

-2.08

0

11,12,19,20,22,23

TP-130

[ClHNO3S]-

2.150

129.9368 (100), 131.9337 (35)

129.9371

-2.31

0

12

TP-136

[C3H6NO3S]-

2.225

136.0077

136.0074

2.21

1

11,20

TP-137

[C3H5O4S]-

2.140

136.9912

136.9914

-1.46

1

11

TP-152

[C2H2NO5S]-

1.996

151.9665

151.9659

3.95

2

11,19,20

TP-154a

[C2H4NO5S]-

2.074

153.9814

153.9816

-1.30

1

11,23
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TP-162

[C4H4NO4S]-

2.471

161.9867

161.9867

0.00

3

21

TP-168a

[C2H2NO6S]-

2.131

167.9612

167.9608

2.38

2

11,19,20,23

TP-168b

[C3H6NO5S]-

2.131

167.9979

167.9972

4.17

1

11,23

TP-170a

[C2H4NO6S]-

1.997

169.9768

169.9765

1.77

1

11,19,20,23

TP-178

[C4H4NO5S]-

2.499

177.9818

177.9816

1.12

3

22

TP-180

[C4H6NO5S]-

2.165

179.9972

179.9972

0.00

2

11,21,28

TP-184

[C3H6NO6S]-

2.099

183.9922

183.9921

0.54

1

This study

TP-194

[C4H4NO6S]-

2.106

193.9773

193.9765

4.12

3

11,12,20

TP-196a

[C4H6NO6S]-

2.119

195.9925

195.9921

2.04

2

11,12,20

TP-206

[C2H2Cl2NO4S]-

2.284

205.9085 (100), 207.9054 (68)

205.9087

-0.97

1

12

79

TP-212a

[C4H6NO7S]-

2.004

211.9872

211.9870

0.94

2

11,20

TP-230

[C4H8NO8S]-

2.097

229.9983

229.9976

3.04

1

11

TP-240

[C2HCl3NO4S]-

2.622

239.8697 (98), 241.8666 (100)

239.8697

0.00

1

12

TP-154b

[C2HClNO3S]-

2.521

153.9368 (100), 155.9337 (38)

153.9371

-1.95

2

This study

TP-156

[C2H3ClNO3S]-

2.279

155.9524 (100), 157.9494 (34)

155.9528

-2.56

1

This study

TP-170b

[C2HClNO4S]-

2.268

169.9318 (100), 171.9288 (40)

169.9320

-1.18

2

This study

TP-171

[C3H4ClO4S]-

2.243

170.9519 (100), 172.9502 (34)

170.9524

-2.92

1

This study

TP-172

[C2H3ClNO4S]-

2.136

171.9481 (100), 173.9450 (34)

171.9477

2.33

1

This study

TP-173

[C2H2ClO5S]-

2.237

172.9311 (100), 174.9281 (38)

172.9317

-3.47

1

This study

TP-196b

[C4H3ClNO4S]-

3.197

195.9471 (100), 197.9439 (36)

195.9477

-3.06

3

This study
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TP-205

[C3H3Cl2O4S]-

2.590

204.9132 (100), 206.9103 (68)

204.9135

-1.46

1

This study

TP-212b

[C4H3ClNO5S]-

3.113

211.9428 (100), 213.9394 (42)

211.9426

0.94

3

This study

TP-214

[C4H5ClNO5S]-

2.183

213.9587 (100), 215.9556 (32)

213.9582

2.34

2

This study

TP-236

[C3H4Cl2NO5S]-

2.243

235.9189 (100), 237.9164 (69)

235.9193

-1.70

1

This study

TP-237

[C3H3Cl2O6S]-

2.186

236.9032 (100), 238.9003 (68)

236.9033

-0.42

1

This study

TP-262

[C4H2Cl2NO6S]-

2.089

261.8989 (100), 263.8961 (68)

261.8985

1.53

3

This study

RT: Retention time
DBE: Double bond equivalent
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Figure 3-6. Product ion scan spectra of new acesulfame transformation products
(TP-154b; TP-156; TP-170b; TP-171; TP-172; TP-173; TP-196b; TP-205; TP-212b;
TP-214; TP-236; TP-237; TP-262). Mass errors are shown in parentheses.

Table 3-2. DBPs identification under different treatment methods.
DBPs

[M-H]-

Dichloracetic acid

[C2H2Cl2O2]-

✓

✓

✓

✓

Dichloroacetamide

[C2H3Cl2NO]-

✓

✓

✓

✓

Trichloroacetamide [C2H2Cl3NO]-

✓

✓

✓

N.D.

UV/Cl2 UV/NH2Cl UV+Cl2 UV+NH2Cl

N.D.: Not detected
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ACE-TPs generated from UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl processes were separately
monitored in order to comprehensively study the evolution of TPs during the
treatments (Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8). The variation in relative yields of TPs based
on treatment time are expressed in (TP abundance)t /(TP abundance)0 as a function
of time. The ratio does not represent the TP concentration in the solution and is only
used for discussion on the TPs abundance variation.12 Based on the TPs kinetic
behavior during the processes, they can be divided into three groups with distinctive
transformation profiles. For Group I TPs, they are continuously increasing and
reach to their maximum abundance when ACE is completely degraded. For Group
II TPs, they reached to the maximum abundance after 30 min of treatment and then
declined gradually. For Group III TPs, they rapidly transform during the treatment.
They reach to their maximum abundance around the half-life of precursor (~10-15
min).
During the UV/Cl2 process, there are fifteen out of thirty two TPs increased
smoothly and reached to their maximum abundance at 60 min (Figure 3-7a). Ten
TPs are in Group I TPs during UV/NH2Cl. They continue increase to their highest
abundance when ACE is completely degraded (Figure 3-8a). TP-96, TP-156, TP170a, TP-171 and TP-172 are continuously increasing during both of the treatments
indicating that these TPs are more persistent comparing with ACE itself. Difference
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of TPs kinetic behaviors between UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl could be due to the
different contribution of reactive species in the UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl processes.
Since higher reactivity HO• contributes more in the UV/NH2Cl process, more ACETPs can be further degraded by HO•. Therefore, more ACE-TPs are in Group III
during the UV/NH2Cl (Figure 3-8c). The proposed transformation pathways of
ACE in the UV/Cl2 process are illustrated in Figure 3-9. The transformation
pathways of ACE in the UV/NH2Cl process was slightly difference with UV/Cl2:
TP-173, TP-205, TP-237 and TP-240 were not identified during the UV/NH2Cl
process. The major transformation mechanism was proposed through hydroxylation,
hydrolysis, oxidation, addition, (de)hydration and chlorine-substitution.
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Figure 3-7. Evolution profiles of acesulfame transformation products generated
under UV/chlorination. Conditions: [ACE]: 25 µM; [Cl2]: 60 µM; pH: 7; UV
fluence rate: 0.75 mW cm-2. (a): Group I TPs; (b): Group II TPs; (c) Group III TPs.
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Figure 3-8. Evolution profiles of acesulfame transformation products generated
under UV/chloramination. Conditions: [ACE]: 25 µM; [NH2Cl]: 60 µM; pH: 7; UV
fluence rate: 0.75 mW cm-2. (a): Group I TPs; (b): Group II TPs; (c) Group III TPs.
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Figure 3-9. Proposed transformation pathways of acesulfame degradation under
UV/chlor(am)ination process. Those highlighted in red represent newly identified
TPs.
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3.4. Comparison of transformation pathways under different treatments
Differences in reactive species in ACE degradation can lead to different
transformation pathways and generation of different TPs. Therefore, comparing
different transformation pathways among treatments can help to work out
distinguish TPs formation mechanisms. Direct UV photolysis, chlor(am)ination,
UV photolysis with sequential chlor(am)ination and UV/chlor(am)ination were
systematically investigated. Each treatment involves different reactive species. All
the ACE TPs derived from different treatments are summarized in Table 3-3.

3.4.1. Transformation products derived from UV, Cl2 and NH2Cl
Sixteen UV-ACE TPs were identified after direct UV photolysis (Table 3-3).
Formation of these ACE-TPs was also reported in the literature.20,21 The major
reactive species of direct UV photolysis are generated under UV254 irradiation. For
chlorination, the major reactive species is HOCl/OCl-. Five Cl-ACE TPs (TP-130,
TP-164, TP-170b, TP-206 and TP-240) were identified in Li et al. (2017).12 During
the chloramination, the major reactive species is NH2Cl. Transformation of ACE
under chloramination have not been investigated yet. Due to the low reactivity of
NH2Cl, ACE was degraded in a molar ratio of 1:5000 (ACE: NH 2Cl) for
investigating chloramination transformation pathway (Figure 3-10). Only TP-170b,
TP-206 and TP-240 were identified after chloramination (Table 3-3).
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Figure 3-10. Degradation of acesulfame under chloramination. Conditions:
[ACE]: 0.5 µM; pH: 7; Cl:N molar ratio: 1:1.
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3.4.2. Transformation products formation derived from UV sequential
chlorination and chloramination
Transformation chemistry of UV photolysis, chlorination and chloramination
and their reactive species are discussed in 3.4.1. In the drinking water treatment
facilities, UV irradiation must follow with a secondary disinfectant (e.g. chlorine,
chloramine) to provide long-term disinfection since UV irradiation does not have
residual disinfection.29 In this scenario, secondary transformation of UV-ACE TPs
would be occurred which have not been investigated. The major reactive species
involved in this water treatment are UV254 irradiation with subsequent HOCl/OCland NH2Cl.
From Table 3-3, UV-ACE TP-178, TP-180 and TP-230 were not detected after
UV sequential chlor(am)ination. Results indicated TP-178, TP-180 and TP-230 are
reactive to HOCl/OCl- and NH2Cl and undergo further transformation. Besides,
nine Cl-ACE TPs were identified after the subsequent chlorination. Results implied
that the UV-ACE TPs would undergo secondary transformation to yield these ClACE TPs. However, only four Cl-ACE TPs (TP-154b, TP-170b, TP-196b and TP206) were identified after the subsequent chloramination. Formation of less Cl-ACE
TPs after chloramination was likely due to the lower reactivity of NH2Cl comparing
with HOCl/OCl-.30
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3.4.3. Transformation products formation derived from UV/chlor(am)ination
processes
Combination of UV irradiation with chlorine or chloramine would generate
HO• and RCS to degrade ACE. During UV/Cl2 process, there are eight Cl-ACE TPs
(TP-156, TP-172, TP-173, TP-212b, TP-214, TP-236, TP-237 and TP-262), which
have not been observed under UV photolysis with sequential chlorination.
Furthermore, there are twelve Cl-ACE TPs that have not been identified under UV
photolysis with subsequent chloramination (Table 3-3). Therefore, formation of the
above Cl-ACE TPs may require RCS which were not available in UV photolysis
with sequential chlor(am)ination.
The formation of different Cl-ACE TPs (TP-173, TP-205, TP-237 and TP-240)
in UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl could be due to the different contribution of RCS
between these two processes. Since more RCS is involved in the UV/Cl 2 process
comparing with UV/NH2Cl treatment, more Cl-ACE TPs is expected (Figure 3-5).
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Table 3-3. Comparison of acesulfame transformation products generated from different treatment processes.
Name

Molecular Formula

Cl2

NH2Cl

UV

UV/Cl2

UV/NH2Cl

UV+Cl2

UV + NH2Cl

[M-H]TP-96

[H2NO3S]-

✓12

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-136

[C3H6NO3S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-137

[C3H5O4S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-152

[C2H2NO5S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-154a

[C2H4NO5S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Iso-ACE

[C4H4NO4S]-

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-168a

[C2H2NO6S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓.

✓

✓

✓
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TP-168b

[C3H6NO5S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓.

✓

✓

✓

TP-170a

[C2H4NO6S]-

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-178

[C4H4NO5S]-

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

TP-180

[C4H6NO5S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

TP-184

[C3H6NO6S]-

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-194

[C4H4NO6S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-196a

[C4H6NO6S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-212a

[C4H6NO7S] -

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-230

[C4H8NO8S]-

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

TP-130

[ClHNO3S]-

✓12

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

N.D
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TP-164

[Cl2NO3S]-

✓12

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

N.D.

TP-206

[C2H2Cl2NO4S]-

✓12

✓

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-240

[C2HCl3NO4S]-

✓12

✓

N.D.

✓

N.D.

✓

N.D.

TP-154b

[C2HClNO3S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-156

[C2H3ClNO3S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

TP-170b

[C2HClNO4S]-

✓12

✓

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓

TP-171

[C3H4ClO4S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

N.D.

TP-172

[C2H3ClNO4S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

TP-173

[C2H2ClO5S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

TP-196b

[C4H3ClNO4S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

✓

✓
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TP-205

[C3H3Cl2O4S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

N.D.

✓

N.D.

TP-212b

[C4H3ClNO5S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

TP-214

[C4H5ClNO5S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

TP-236

[C3H4Cl2NO5S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

TP-237

[C3H3Cl2O6S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

TP-262

[C4H2Cl2NO6S]-

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

✓

✓

N.D.

N.D.

6

3

16

32

28

22

17

TOTAL
N.D.: Not Detected
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3.5. Ecotoxicity Assessment by Microtox Assay
In literature, ACE-TPs generated from various treatments possessed higher
toxicity on several trophic levels of organisms.11,12,23,28,31 Therefore, in order to
evaluate the potential risk of ACE-TPs derived from UV/chlor(am)ination to the
environment, ecotoxicity assessment for these ACE-TPs is required. In this context,
a preliminary ecotoxicity bioassay was performed with Microtox bioassay. UV
photolysis was used as a reference treatment to compare the ecotoxicity of both
UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl.
Changes in the inhibition rate by direct UV photolysis, UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl
in various times are shown in Figure 3-11. Before the treatment started, the control
without ACE was run in parallel and exhibited 24% of bioluminescent inhibition.
ACE demonstrated similar inhibition (25%) with the control. This inhibition effect
indicated that the buffer and quencher in the solution may contribute to the toxicity.
For direct UV photolysis, the inhibition increased and reached to the maximum
inhibition rate (30%) after 15 min and then remained steady for prolonged treatment.
For UV/Cl2, the bioluminescent inhibition increased sharply to 36% after 15 min of
treatment and reached to its maximum toxicity at 30 min (37%). Toxicity
enhancement of UV/Cl2 was also reported in naproxen and trimethoprim.5,10 For
UV/NH2Cl, the inhibition increased to their maximum value of 39% at 15 min, then
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decreased gradually for prolonged treatment. The toxicity assessments were also
conducted under sequential chlor(am)ination after 60 min of UV direct photolysis.
Results indicated that undergoing chlorination after UV direct photolysis, the
bioluminescent rose from 29% to 37% (Figure 3-12). Sequential chloramination
after UV direct photolysis was slightly decreased from 29% to 27%.
Based on the above results, several observations can be summarized. (1)
Treatments involving chlorination (UV/Cl2 and sequential chlorination after UV
photolysis) would have higher toxicity comparing with direct UV photolysis. Since
both UV/Cl2 and sequential chlorination after UV photolysis formed sixteen and
nine Cl-ACE TPs, respectively, which probably contributed to the enhanced toxicity.
Cl-ACE TP was not observed during the UV photolysis (Table 3-3). Similar
observation was also observed in UV/NH2Cl: twelve Cl-ACE TPs were identified
with a higher bioluminescent inhibition compared to UV photolysis. However,
sequential chloramination led to a decrease in toxicity the formation of less fewer
Cl-ACE TPs comparing with other treatments.
(2) Although RCS may contribute to the formation of more Cl-ACE TPs
during the UV/Cl2 process comparing with sequential chlorination, toxicity
enhancement was probably not related to the additional TPs formed during the
UV/Cl2 process (TP-172, TP-173, TP-212b, TP-214, TP-236, TP-237 and TP-262)
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(Table 3-3). Both TPs derived from UV/Cl2 and UV sequential chlorination have
similar toxicity. The common TPs derived from these two treatments could be the
main source of the toxicity. These TPs are TP-130, TP-154b, TP-170b, TP-171, TP196b, TP-205, TP-206 and TP-240. By combining the ACE TPs time-course profile
and the results from Microtox bioassay, TP-154b, TP-196b and TP-206 are
proposed contributing to the enhanced toxicity during UV/Cl2 process. The
formation profile of these three Cl-ACE TPs are the same as the changes of
bioluminescent inhibition (Figure 3-7b, Figure 3-11). However, after considering
TPs formation profile under UV/NH2Cl, TP-154b and TP-206 could not be the
original of enhanced toxicity since their formation profiles are not matched with the
changes in toxicity (Figure 3-8a, Figure 3-8b, Figure 3-11). TP-196b was
proposed that contribute to the toxicity enhancement under UV/chlor(am)ination.
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Figure 3-11. Changes in the inhibition rate of Vibrio fischeri under UV photolysis,
UV/chlorination and UV/chloramination processes. Conditions: [ACE]: 25 µM;
[Cl2]: 60 µM; [NH2Cl]: 60 µM pH: 7; UV fluence rate: 0.75 mW cm-2.

Figure 3-12. Changes in the inhibition rate of Vibrio fischeri under UV photolysis
with sequential chlorination and chloramination. Conditions: [ACE]: 25 µM; [Cl2]:
60 µM; [NH2Cl]: 60 µM pH: 7; UV fluence rate: 0.75 mW cm-2.
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3.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, degradation of ACE in water under UV/chlor(am)ination
processes were systematically investigated, with regard to degradation kinetics, TPs
formation and ecotoxicity. During the UV/chlor(am)ination, the degradation of
ACE followed pseudo-first-order kinetics. Degradation rates were affected by pH,
coexisted solutes and type of water matrix. The major reactive species of
UV/chlor(am)ination were UV irradiation, HO• and RCS while UV irradiation
contributed the most.
A total of thirty two and twenty eight ACE TPs were identified after UV/Cl2
and UV/NH2Cl, respectively, by UHPLC-QTOF-MS, respectively. Thirteen ClACE TPs were reported the first time and their molecular structures were tentatively
proposed. Time-course profiles of ACE TPs under UV/chlor(am)ination were
monitored separately. The possible transformation pathways of ACE in the
UV/chlor(am)ination were suggested. Hydroxylation, hydrolysis, oxidation,
addition, (de)hydration and chlorine-substitution were proposed to be the main
reaction mechanisms. In addition, dichloroacetic acid and chloroacetamides were
identified during the UV/chlor(am)ination.
Transformation pathways under UV photolysis, chlorination, chloramination,
UV/chlor(am)ination and UV photolysis with sequential chlor(am)ination were
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systematically compared. A total of sixteen UV-TPs were identified after UV
photolysis. Five and three Cl-TPs were observed during chlorination and
chloramination, respectively. During the UV photolysis with sequential
chlor(am)ination, three UV-TPs were degraded and undergone secondary
transformation to yield addition Cl-TPs. Eight extra Cl-TPs derived from
UV/chlor(am)ination were not identified during the UV with sequential
chlor(am)ination. The differences in ACE TPs formation among treatments were
due to different reactive species generated in the reaction.
Microtox assay revealed that UV photolysis yielded higher acute toxicity
intermediates than ACE. The toxicity remained steady when the reaction proceeded.
However, the intermediates derived from UV/chlor(am)ination demonstrated
higher toxicity than UV-ACE TPs. This result demonstrated that degradation of
ACE under UV/chlor(am)ination was even worse than direct UV photolysis in a
sense that the TP-196b contributed to the observed enhanced toxicity.
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Chapter 4 Transformations of organic contaminants undergoing
permanganate/bisulfite treatment: kinetics, pathways, toxicity and
prediction rules
4.1. Introduction
Advanced oxidation process can effectively degrade various organic
contaminants in water treatment with the generation of highly reactive radical
oxidants, e.g. hydroxyl radicals (HO•), sulfate radicals (SO4•-), chlorine reactive
species (RCS).1,2 However, even in an ideal AOP conditions, comparatively low
concentrations of HO• and SO4•- (10-12 – 10-14 M) and RCS (10-10 – 10-14 M) are
often generated, making low removal rate for some organic contaminants.2,3 To
improve the limitations of traditional AOPs, a treatment that can generate highly
oxidative species with concentrations higher than conventional HO•, SO4•- and
RCS is required.3
Recently, Sun et al. (2015) proposed an attractive technique that permanganate
(MnO4-) can be activated by bisulfite (HSO3-) to produce free form of Mn3+ species
(aquo- and hydroxo-Mn3+) for degrading a broad range of organic contaminants at
extremely fast (in milliseconds) and extremely high with removal rate (> 95%).3–8
Degradation rates of organic contaminants such as phenol, ciprofloxacin in
permanganate bisulfite (PM/BS) treatment under acidic and neutral conditions are
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5-7 orders of magnitude higher than in traditional AOPs.3,4,7 Moreover, the
concentration of reactive species generated from PM/BS process was in µM-level
(106-108 times higher than traditional AOPs).4 In addition, Mn3+ species was proved
to have less tendency in producing bromate even bromide was present in water that
generation of this carcinogenic by-products was not a concern.7
However, partial degradation of benzotriazole, caffeine and nitrobenzene were
reported.3,6,7 Results illustrated that PM/BS process was a selective oxidation
process in contrast to non-selective oxidation such as HO•-mediated AOPs. One of
the possible reasons for ineffective degradation to these contaminants during
PM/BS process could be due to the lower standard reduction potential of Mn3+ (E0
= 1.5 V) compare with 2.7 V for HO•.7,9 Mn3+ species may favor attack on particular
reactive sites of organic contaminants, however, this hypothesis has not been
verified yet. Currently, two reaction mechanisms of Mn3+ species attack to organic
contaminants were proposed.10 (1) Non-oxidation mechanism, e.g. atrazine was
proposed to be degraded through β-elimination. (2) Oxidation mechanism, e.g. 4chlorophenol was degraded through a electron transfer reaction. Molecular
structures closed to atrazine and 4-chlorophenol may also effectively be degraded
(e.g. triazine and triclosan).7,10 Although approximate 90% of carbamazepine (CBZ)
was successfully degraded during PM/BS process, CBZ do not share similar
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structure to atrazine or 4-chlorophenol.7 Electron-rich olefinic moiety is the
probable feature of CBZ which is the major reaction site by electrophilic Mn3+
species.7,10 However, primary reaction pathway of Mn3+ species attacked on
olefinic double bond has not been studied. Clarification of reaction mechanism to
different structure moieties is critical in constructing a general rule for predicting
transformation pathways and transformation products (TPs) for PM/BS process.11–
13

The objective of present study was to propose general prediction rules for the
reaction of organic contaminants undergoing PM/BS process. An artificial
sweetener – acesulfame (ACE) and an anticonvulsant – carbamazepine (CBZ) were
selected as representative contaminants while another artificial sweetener –
sucralose (SUC) was chosen as a reference contaminant. The structure of SUC lacks
any olefinic moiety. Chemical structures of ACE, CBZ and SUC are shown in
Figure 4-1. The influence of pH, water constituents and water matrices on ACE
degradation were systematically studied. ACE-TPs and CBZ-TPs were identified
with UHPLC-QTOF-MS. According to the TPs structures, the primary reaction
sites and reaction pathways during PM/BS process were proposed. Bioluminescent
bacterium – V. fischeri was used to evaluate the preliminary ecotoxicity of ACETPs. General prediction rules for Mn3+ species reactivity towards organic
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contaminants under PM/BS process were proposed. The current study provides
insights on prediction and improvement on the understanding of degradation for
other emerging contaminants under PM/BS process.

Figure 4-1. Chemical structures of acesulfame, carbamazepine and sucralose
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4.2. Degradation of organic contaminants in the PM/BS Process
The degradability of ACE, CBZ and SUC under PM/BS process was evaluated
in order to investigate the preference of Mn3+ species reactivity towards organic
contaminants. Figure 4-2 summarizes the degradation of ACE, CBZ and SUC in
the PM/BS process. Result indicated that PM/BS process can degrade compounds
containing olefinic moiety effectively, i.e. 84% of ACE and 75% of CBZ were
removed less than 15 s. High removal rates (> 90%) of methyl blue and
sulfamethoxazole, which are also olefinic compounds, were reported in literature.3,7
However, SUC showed a lower degradation rate (13%) during the PM/BS process.
PM/BS process may have restriction in degrading all organic contaminants. The
different reactivity of Mn3+ species with SUC was likely due to the structural
difference as compared with ACE. SUC lacks a high electron density moiety in
which the molecule is less favorable to be degraded by Mn3+ species. In previous
studies, PM/BS process could efficiently eliminate various organic contaminants,
however, partial degradation were observed in SUC, caffeine, benzotriazole, and
nitrobenzene.3,5–7 Selective reaction on particular compounds’ moieties by Mn3+
species could be one of the possible reason which have not been aware previously.
Due to the poor degradation of SUC during PM/BS process, the following kinetics
studies will only focus on ACE.
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Figure 4-2. Degradation of acesulfame, carbamazepine and sucralose under PM/BS
process. Conditions: [Contaminants]0: 5 µM; [KMnO4]: 50 µM; [HSO3-]: 250 µM;
pHint: 5.0.
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4.2.1. Effect of pH
pH is a key factor that can affect the PM/BS degradation efficiency. During
the present study, ACE undergoes dissociation at all pH values (pKa = 2.0).14 Effect
of pH on ACE degradation during the PM/BS process is shown in Figure 4-3. At
pH 4, ACE showed the highest degradation rate of 87% while the degradation rate
was reduced progressively when pH increased. Degradation rate was decreased to
60% at pH 8. Similar decreasing trends of the degradation rate in alkaline pH were
reported in phenolic contaminants and ciprofloxacin.3–5,7 Results indicated that
Mn3+ species is unstable in alkaline medium probably due to Mn3+ undergoes
disproportionation reaction at higher pH. Furthermore, HSO3- can easily be
converted to SO32- at alkaline pH that can also slow down ACE degradation.
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Figure 4-3. Effect of pH on acesulfame degradation under PM/BS process.
Conditions: [ACE]0: 5 µM; [KMnO4]: 50 µM; [HSO3-]: 250 µM.
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4.2.2. Effect of humic acid and inorganic ions
HA is a major component of natural organic matter that ubiquitously occur in
the soil, sediments and waters that may have interactions with chemicals and affect
water treatment efficiency.15 Therefore, the influence of HA to organic
contaminants during PM/BS process demands further study. In addition, inorganic
ions unavoidably present in aquatic environments that can also affect PM/BS
degradation efficiency. Artificial solutions with HA and inorganic ions were
prepared at pH 5 to study on the influence of natural constituents on the removal of
ACE during the PM/BS treatment. Enhancement or suppression of organic
contaminants degradation can be occurred during permanganate oxidation when
HA is present in the solutions. Degradation enhancements were reported on phenol,
17 β-estradiol, triclosan and levofloxacin under MnO4- oxidation when HA is
present. Since secondary reactive species (e.g. MnO2, Mn3+, HO•, O2•-) were
formed.16–20 Furthermore, HA can act as a ligand to form complex with Mn3+ and
prevent disproportionation. This facilitates degradation of organic contaminants at
a high rate.20,21 In contrast, removal inhibition of ACE, sulfamethoxazole and
levofloxacin were reported when the solution containing an excessive of HA.20,22,23
HA may consume more MnO4- and strongly compete with secondary reactive
species that are produced from the reaction of HA and MnO4-. Figure 4-4 illustrates
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the effect of HA on the removal of ACE under PM/BS process. Result indicated
that ACE degradation declined continuously when a higher HA content is present
in the solution, with the lowest degradation rate of 41% at 5 mg L-1. This could be
due to a competition of ACE and HA with Mn3+ species in the PM/BS process.8

Figure 4-4. Effect of humic acid on acesulfame degradation under PM/BS process.
Conditions: [ACE]0: 5 µM; [KMnO4]: 50 µM; [HSO3-]: 250 µM; pHint: 5.0; reaction
time: 60 s.
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Anions effect on ACE degradation during the PM/BS process was then studied.
NO3-, SO42-, H2PO4- and HCO3- did not show significant inhibition to ACE
degradation (Figure 4-5a). However, strong suppressions of ACE removal were
observed when Cl- and NO2- were present in the solution, with only 20% and 4%
ACE were removed, respectively. Reaction of NO2- with HSO3- generates
hydroxylamine disulfonic acid at pH > 4, blocking the reaction between MnO4- and
HSO3- to yield Mn3+ species for ACE removal.24 Moreover, Cl- reacts with MnO4- to
yield both Mn3+ and Cl2 at acidic conditions, with a further reduction of Mn3+ to
Mn2+. Formation of highly stable MnCl2+ complex could also be an additional
reason in inhibiting ACE removal.25,26 Similar inhibitions of degradation during the
PM/BS process were also reported in ciprofloxacin and arsanilic acid.7,8 Besides,
the selected cations did not show a significant effect on ACE degradation during
the PM/BS process (Figure 4-5b). However, results were not consistent in
ciprofloxacin degradation.7 Strong suppression of ciprofloxacin degradation was
reported when Ca2+ and Mg2+ were present in the solution since both cations could
form stable complexes with ciprofloxacin.27 On the contrary, ACE did not form
similar complexes with these cations, showing different reactivity as of
ciprofloxacin. In summary, inorganic ions may alter the reaction of Mn3+ species
with the formation of metal complexes with target contaminants.
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Figure 4-5. Effect of (a) anions; (b) cations on acesulfame degradation under
PM/BS process. Conditions: [ACE]0: 5 µM; [KMnO4]: 50 µM; [HSO3-]: 250 µM;
pHint: 5.0; [Cations except Fe3+ and Cu2+], [Anions]: 5 mM; [Fe3+], [Cu2+]: 50 µM;
reaction time: 60 s.
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The influence of various water matrices for degrading ACE under PM/BS
process was studied at pH 5. Ultrapure water, tap water, fresh water samples from
a local reservoir and a wastewater sample from a university campus were used in
the experiments. COD values and UV254 absorbance of various water matrices are
shown in Table 4-1. Figure 4-6 illustrates that ultrapure water has the highest
degradation rate (84%), followed by tap water (55%). Fresh water and wastewater
shared similar degradation rates of 30% and 31%, respectively. Stronger
suppression on ACE removal was observed in both fresh water and wastewater as
higher natural organic matter or Cl- and NO2- were inevitably present in real water
matrices. These NOM or ions will compete with ACE for Mn3+ species.

Table 4-1. COD and UV254 values of water matrices used in this study.
Tap water

Fresh water

Wastewater

COD (mg L-1)

1.1

13.4

437.2

UV254 (cm-1)

0.0081

0.0318

0.0802
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Figure 4-6. Effect of real water matrices on acesulfame degradation under PM/BS
process. Conditions: [ACE]0: 5 µM; [KMnO4]: 50 µM; [HSO3-]: 250 µM; pHint: 5.0;
reaction time: 60 s.
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4.3. Identification and Ecotoxicity Assessment of Transformation Products
Studying TP structure was important to understand the reaction mechanism of
organic contaminants transformation during PM/BS treatment. UHPLC-QTOF-MS
was applied to screen and analyze the plausible TPs after PM/BS process. Table 42 and Table 4-3 illustrate the TPs retention time, protonated/deprotonated formulae,
measured molecular masses, mass error and double bond equivalents of ACE-TPs
and CBZ-TPs, respectively. Seventeen ACE-TPs and eleven CBZ-TPs were
identified after PM/BS process. The proposed molecular formulae mass errors were
within 5 ppm from the calculated masses, implying that proposed molecular
formulae were reliable.
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Table 4-2. Exact mass information of ACE transformation products under PM/BS process.
Name

Chemical Formula

RT

Experimental mass

Exact mass

Mass error

[M-H]-

(min)

[M-H]-

[M-H]-

(Δppm)

DBE Reference

1

ACETP-96

[H2NO3S]-

1.970

95.9759

95.9761

-2.08

0

23,28–33

2

ACETP-152

[C2H2NO5S]-

1.953

151.9657

151.9659

-1.32

2

28–30,33

3

ACETP-154

[C2H4NO5S]-

1.970

153.9811

153.9816

-3.25

1

23,30,33

4

ACETP-168a

[C2H2NO6S]-

1.970

167.9605

167.9608

-1.79

2

23,28–30,33

5

ACETP-168b

[C3H6NO5S]-

2.021

167.9972

167.9972

0.00

1

23,30,33

6

ACETP-169

[C3H5O6S]-

2.037

168.9819

168.9812

4.14

1

23

7

ACETP-170

[C2H4NO6S]-

1.937

169.9766

169.9765

0.59

1

23,28–30,33

8

ACETP-178

[C4H4NO5S]-

2.491

177.9816

177.9816

0.00

3

31

9

ACETP-180

[C4H6NO5S]-

2.071

179.9975

179.9972

1.67

2

29–31,33–35
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10

ACETP-182

[C3H4NO6S]-

2.071

181.9764

181.9765

-0.55

2

33

11

ACETP-184

[C3H6NO6S]-

1.953

183.9921

183.9921

0.00

1

33

12

ACETP-194

[C4H4NO6S]-

1.987

193.9770

193.9765

2.58

3

23,29,30,33

13

ACETP-196

[C4H6NO6S]-

2.071

195.9930

195.9921

4.59

2

23,29,30,33

14

ACETP-212

[C4H6NO7S]-

1.953

211.9865

211.9870

-2.36

2

23,29,30,33

15

ACETP-230

[C4H8NO8S]-

1.953

229.9973

229.9976

-1.30

1

30,33

16

ACETP-153

[C3H5O5S]-

2.138

152.9864

152.9863

0.65

1

This study

17

ACETP-171

[C3H7O6S]-

1.974

170.9975

170.9969

3.51

0

This study

RT: Retention time
DBE: Double bond equivalent
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Table 4-3. Exact mass information of CBZ transformation products under PM/BS process.
Name

Chemical Formula

RT

Experimental mass

Exact mass

Mass error

[M+H]+

(min)

[M-H]-

[M-H]-

(Δppm)

DBE Reference

1

CBZTP-180

[C13H10N]+

0.877

180.0802

180.0808

-3.33

10

36–39

2

CBZTP-194

[C14H12N]+

1.092

194.0962

194.0964

-1.03

10

36

3

CBZTP-196

[C13H10NO]+

0.937

196.0759

196.0757

1.02

10

36–41

4

CBZTP-208

[C14H10NO]+

1.141

208.0751

208.0757

-2.88

11

36,37,39,41

5

CBZTP-210

[C14H12NO]+

0.904

210.0914

210.0913

0.48

10

36–38

6

CBZTP-224

[C14H10NO2]+

1.006

224.0700

224.0706

-2.68

11

36,37,39,41

7

CBZTP-251

[C15H11N2O2]+

1.101

251.0804

251.0815

-4.38

12

36,38–40,42

8

CBZTP-253A

[C15H13N2O2]+

1.092

253.0973

253.0972

0.40

11

37–39,41

9

CBZTP-253B

[C15H13N2O2]+

1.203

253.0964

253.0972

-3.16

11

37–39
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10

CBZTP-267

[C15H11N2O3]+

1.118

267.0764

267.0764

0.00

12

38–42

11

CBZTP-271

[C15H15N2O3]+

1.005

271.1082

271.1077

1.84

10

38–40

RT: Retention time
DBE: Double bond equivalent
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4.3.1. Acesulfame
Fifteen ACE-TPs produced after PM/BS process were previously reported in
photolysis/photocatalysis, ozonation, chlorination, biodegradation, permanganate
oxidation and photo-Fenton process.23,28–35 Two ACE-TPs were newly reported,
namely ACETP-153 [C3H5O5S]- and ACETP-171 [C3H7O6S]-. To elucidate new
TPs generated from PM/BS process, a proposed level system from Schymanski et
al. (2014) were followed, including exact masses measurement, isotopic patterns
and MS/MS fragmentation.43 Deprotonation mode [M-H]- was used to generate
fragments from tentative precursor ions. Figure 4-7 shows the fragmentation of
ACETP-153 and ACETP-171.
Based on the fragments (m/z 96.9605 [HSO4]- and 79.9570 [SO3]-) generated
by MS/MS and DBE equals to 1, ACETP-153 was suggested to be in straight chain
with olefinic structure. ACETP-171 was proposed to be an acyclic molecule
because of DBE equals to 0 and the fragments at m/z 152.9864 [C3H5O5S]-, 96.9607
[HSO4]- and 59.0144 [C2H3O2]-. ACETP-171 was proposed undergoing
dehydration to produce ACETP-153 as ACETP-171 has loss -H2O to yield the
fragment at m/z 153 [C3H5O5S]-.
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Figure 4-7. Product ion scan spectra of new acesulfame transformation products
(TP-153, TP-171). Mass errors are shown in parentheses.
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Due to the rapid removal of ACE during the PM/BS process, samples were
difficult to be collected at various time intervals for studying the evolution profiles
of TPs. In light of this, ACE samples after the PM/BS process were withdrawn at
various MnO4- dosage but in constant PM/BS molar ratio to elucidate the
transformation pathway of ACE under PM/BS process.7 Relative abundances of
ACE-TPs at various MnO4- dosages are presented in (TP abundance)t /(TP
abundance)0 against MnO4- concentration. The ratios represented ACE-TPs
abundance variation only. Figure 4-8 illustrates the concentration domain evolution
profiles of ACE and ACE-TPs. Results indicated that ACE degradation increased
when more MnO4- was added in the solution. ACETP-180 and ACETP-182 reached
to their maximum abundance when 49% of ACE remained in the solution and they
were further degraded when 84% of ACE was removed. Results implied that TP180 and TP-182 were unstable and could be further degraded by the Mn3+ species.
The abundances of ACETP-194, ACETP-212 and ACETP-230 kept increasing and
reached to their maximum abundances when 26% of ACE were remained and
further declined gradually when ACE continuous removed. Similar evolution
profiles were observed in these three TPs indicate that they might have close
structural relationships. ACETP-96, ACETP-152, ACETP-153, ACETP-168a,
ACETP-169, ACETP-170, ACETP-171, ACETP-184 and ACETP-196 increased
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gradually when a higher concentration of MnO4- was used. In the previous study,
both ACETP-168a and ACETP-170 were found more persistent than precursors in
ozonation.28
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Figure 4-8. Evolution of acesulfame and acesulfame transformation products under
PM/BS process against MnO4- concentration. Conditions: [ACE]0: 5 µM; [KMnO4]:
[HSO3-] molar ratio: 1:5; pHint: 5.0; reaction time: 60 s.
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After identifying TPs structures and their evolution profiles, the proposed ACE
transformation pathways during PM/BS process are shown in Figure 4-9. Mn3+
species produce free radicals of organic reductants through electron transfer
reaction on the olefinic double bond of ACE to produce ACETP-196.10 The cyclic
ACETP-196 further transforms into the carbonyl compound ACETP-194 through
intramolecular reaction.23,29 Two reaction pathways for ACETP-194 are proposed
to further proceed: First, ACETP-194 undergoes hydrolysis/hydration to produce
ACETP-212 in which the adjacent α-carbonyl group stabilizes the aldehyde hydrate
moiety. ACETP-212 further yields ACETP-230 through oxidation. Second,
ACETP-194 produces ACETP-170 through hydrolysis. ACETP-168a is formed by
the oxidation of ACETP-170. Similar reaction pathways were reported in sunlight
photolysis, ozonation and MnO4- oxidation.23,28,29 Moreover, hydroxyl-ACE
(ACETP-178) is produced during PM/BS process through reaction on the olefin
group of ACE. Furthermore, Mn3+ species can attack to the N-containing moiety
which is in high electron density. Breakage of C-N bond further yielded TPs without
N-atom (ACETP-153, ACETP-169 and ACETP-171) by oxidation and dehydration.
TPs without nitrogen are also observed in permanganate oxidation; these may be
TPs of manganese species’ reactions.23 In summary, the primary reaction sites of
ACE in the PM/BS process are propose as attack onto the olefin double bonds and
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electron-rich nitrogen to produce alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and carboxylic acids
through oxidation, (de)hydration, hydroxylation and hydrolysis.
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Figure 4-9. Proposed transformation pathways of acesulfame degradation under
PM/BS process; those highlighted in red represent newly identified TPs.
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In previous studies, ACE-TPs generated from photolysis/photocatalysis,
chlorination and MnO4- oxidation showed enhanced toxicity on various aquatic
organisms (V. fischeri, zebrafish embryos and Carassius auratus). However, it was
not true for photo-Fenton process.23,30,32,33,35,44 Therefore, evaluation of potential
risk caused by the ACE PM/BS-byproducts was critical for future implementation
of the water treatment technique in real situation. A preliminary ecotoxicity
assessment was studied using Microtox bioassay. Bioluminescent inhibition of ACE
was found 46% before PM/BS treatment, while the inhibition dropped to 36% after
the treatment (Figure 4-10). This finding illustrated that ACE-TPs from the PM/BS
process did not enhance the toxicity towards V. fischeri. Similar decline in toxicity
was also reported in the UV-Fenton process.33 More toxicity study on different
trophic levels of organisms are required, in order to confirm that ACE-TPs derived
from the PM/BS process imposed may have risk consequence to the aquatic
environments.
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Figure 4-10. Acute ecotoxicity test of acesulfame with Vibrio fischeri under PM/BS
process, n=3.
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4.3.2. Carbamazepine
Eleven CBZ-TPs produced upon PM/BS process were previously reported in
biodegradation,

ceric/bisulfite,

permanganate

oxidation,

UV/chlorination,

chlorination, chloramination and radiolysis.36–42 The proposed CBZ transformation
pathways are depicted in Figure 4-11. The olefinic bond of CBZ was reported to be
highly reactive and favorably to be attacked by HO• or other oxidative
species.37,39,45 CBZ may transfer electrons to Mn3+ species to form free radical
reductants to produce a series of CBZ-TPs (alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic
acids and other intermediates).40 Hydrolysis of amide moiety on the N-heterocyclic
ring is one of the main CBZ degradation pathways which generate CBZTP-194.
CBZTP-210 was produced through oxidation of CBZTP-194. CBZ can undergo
hydroxylation to produce epoxide-CBZ (CBZTP-253A) and mono-hydroxyl-CBZ
(CBZTP-253B) which are frequently reported in other treatment processes.36–42
Cleavage of epoxide moiety of CBZTP-253A and further undergo ring
rearrangement to produce CBZTP-208. CBZTP-208 was further oxidized to yield
CBZTP-224. CBZTP-208 and CBZTP-224 can undergo decarbonylation and
decarboxylation to yield CBZTP-180, respectively. While CBZTP-196 was
generated from the oxidation of CBZTP-180. Two quinazoline CBZ-TPs (CBZTP251 and CBZTP-267) were produced by intramolecular reaction of CBZTP-253A.
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These TPs were also reported in chloramination, MnO4- and ferrate oxidation.38,40
In summary, the primary reaction of CBZ were attack onto the olefin double bonds
to produce alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and carboxylic acids through oxidation,
(de)hydration, hydroxylation, hydrolysis and decarboxylation in the PM/BS process.

Figure 4-11. Proposed transformation pathways of carbamazepine degradation
under PM/BS process.
4.4. Prediction of organic contaminants’ degradability under PM/BS process
By combining the current experimental results and reported studies on the
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degradation of organic contaminants during the PM/BS process, two general
prediction rules are proposed for organic contaminants that are readily degradable
in the PM/BS process. First, molecular structures containing olefinic group. ACE
and CBZ possessed high degradation rates (~ 80%) in the PM/BS process. However,
the rate for (~13%) alicyclic SUC was slow. The SUC do not have electron-rich
aromatic and olefinic structures, thus electrophilic Mn3+ species cannot attack it.46
Up till now, only HO• and SO4•- with high oxidation potentials provided good
removal rate to SUC.46–50 Second, molecular structures containing electrondonating moieties. For example; phenols and anilines. In previous research, nearly
complete degradation of phenol typed contaminants (acetaminophen, bisphenol A,
bisphenol S, amoxicillin, butyl paraben, 4-chlorophenol, estrone, 17β-estradiol and
triclosan) were achieved in the PM/BS process.4,5,7,10 Good removal rate was also
achieved on anilines contaminants such as sulfamethoxazole, diclofenac, arsanilic
acid and chloridazon.7,8 It is proposed that electron donation through resonance and
inductive effect from electron-donating moiety to the benzene ring. In this way, the
benzene ring has higher electron density and preferentially attacked by electrophilic
Mn3+ species.10 On the other hand, partial degradation of nitrobenzene (21-30%)
and benzotriazole (~ 60%) were reported in the PM/BS process.3,6 Since the nitro
moiety in nitrobenzene and azido moiety of benzotriazole are electron-withdrawing
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groups, making the benzene ring electron deficient and electrophilic Mn3+ species
are not favor to attack.51,52 Unlike other conventional HO•-based AOPs, PM/BS
treatment is a selective oxidation process. PM/BS process favor degraded with
electron-rich groups like olefins, phenols, anilines and amines. However, some of
the environmental recalcitrant contaminants such as SUC and benzotriazole are
difficult to be degraded in the PM/BS process. In order to improve the degradability
of PM/BS process on recalcitrant contaminants such as SUC, alternative choice of
reductants or addition of energy sources (e.g. UV light) that can both produce
reactive Mn3+ species and high oxidation radicals (HO• and SO4•-) are demanded.
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4.5. Conclusion
In this chapter, the degradability of ACE, CBZ and SUC in the PM/BS process
were studied. ACE and CBZ were effectively removed in water, however, SUC did
not. Results illustrated that PM/BS process degraded organic contaminants
selectively, contrast to the conventional non-selective HO•-based AOPs. The
efficiency of PM/BS process on ACE removal was depended on pH, water
constituents and water matrices.
Seventeen ACE-TPs including two firstly reported TPs were detected with
UHPLC-QTOF-MS, while eleven CBZ-TPs were identified in the present study.
Evolution profiles of TPs revealed that some ACE-TPs were more persistent than
parent compound in the PM/BS process. ACE-TPs from PM/BS process did not
produce a higher acute toxicity compared to ACE in the Microtox bioassay.
Based on the established chemical structures and reaction pathways of the TPs,
the primary reaction sites of the PM/BS process are on the olefinic groups of the
organic molecule. A group of TPs containing alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and
carboxylic acids were generated by the cleavage of the olefinic groups through
oxidation, hydroxylation, hydrolysis, (de)hydration and decarboxylation.
Furthermore, general prediction rules of PM/BS process were proposed.
Organic contaminants containing high electron density functional groups are
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preferentially reacted during the PM/BS process. In addition, organic contaminants
bearing electron-donating moiety like phenols, anilines and amines are favorably
attacked by high electrophilicity Mn3+ species. Both of these favor the degradation
by PM/BS process.
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Chapter 5 Experimental
5.1. General Procedures
5.1.1. Chemicals and Reagents
Acesulfame and carbamazepine were bought from Sigma-Aldrich (China)
while sucralose was obtained from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. (Japan).
Anhydrous magnesium sulfate, copper sulfate pentahydrate, humic acid sodium salt,
potassium nitrate, potassium permanganate and sodium chloride were supplied by
Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). Anhydrous calcium sulfate, hydrogen peroxide (35%,
v/v), iron (III) nitrate nonhydrate, nitrobenzene, sodium bisulfite (≥ 58.5%) and
tert-butanol were bought from ACROS Organic (Germany). Anhydrous sodium
sulfate, sodium dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate, disodium hydrogen phosphate
dihydrate and sodium bicarbonate were obtained from VWR Chemical (Belgium).
Sodium nitrite and sodium nitrate were supplied by Standard Chemical Company
(USA) and Peking Chemical Works (China) respectively. Sodium hypochlorite (5%
available chlorine) and ammonium chloride were obtained from J & K Scientific
(China) and Fischerbrand (USA), respectively. Anhydrous sodium thiosulfate
(International Laboratory, USA) was purchased for quenching oxidants. All the
chemicals were at least in analytical grade unless specified.
Stock solutions of acesulfame and sucralose were prepared in ultrapure water
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which was generated from Milli-Q system (18.2 MΩ cm) (Millipore, Billerica, MA,
USA) while carbamazepine stock solution was prepared in acetonitrile and stored
in dark at 4 oC. Stock solutions of potassium permanganate, sodium bisulfite,
sodium hypochlorite and ammonium chloride were freshly prepared in ultrapure
water before experiments. Monochloramine solution was freshly produced by
adding sodium hypochlorite solution to ammonium chloride in dropwise at pH 8.5
with 1.0 Cl/N molar ratio. The mixture was stirred vigorously in an ice bath for 30
min.1 All solutions were filtered with 0.22 µm nylon filters before use.
Methanol (LC-MS grade) and acetonitrile (LC-MS grade) were bought from
Duksan Pure Chemicals (South Korea). Formic acid (≥ 98-100%) was obtained
from International Laboratory (USA) and used for mobile phase in
chromatographic analysis. All reagents were filtered with 0.22 µm nylon membrane
filters.
For Microtox bioassay, acute reagent, reconstitution solution, diluent and
entailing osmotic adjusting solution were purchased from Modern Water
(Guildford, UK). Phenol was purchased from Thermo Scientific (USA) as the
positive control.
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5.2. Degradation experiments
5.2.1. Peroxone process in Chapter 2
Peroxone process was performed in a three-neck round bottom flask with the
addition of 5 mg L-1 (25 µM) ACE solution (250 mL). 1 mM of phosphate buffer
were used to control the solution pH. High purity oxygen (HP grade, Hong Kong
Specialty Gas Co. Ltd, Hong Kong) was used to generate ozone with an ozone
generator (Quantum 5 Ozone system, Longevity Resources Inc. BCID, Canada).
1.5 mg min-1 of O3 gas was bubbled into the reaction flask continuously and
temperature controlled at 21± 2 oC. A magnetic stirrer was used for stirring the
reaction mixtures at 300 rpm. An external ozone destruct unit was used to destroy
excessive O3. The schematic of ozonation setup is shown in Figure 5-1. 1-mL of
ozonated sample solution was taken at designated time and excess Na2S2O3 was
applied to quench residual O3. The sample was then filtered with 0.22 µm nylon
membrane before instrumental analysis. All experiments were conducted for two
times. For real water matrices study, 0.1 mg L-1 (0.5 µM) of ACE was spiked into
different environmental water to comprehensively assess the effectiveness of
ozonation and peroxone process in removing ACE from real water matrices. For
TPs identification and Microtox bioassay, the initial concentration of ACE was
increased to 20 mg L-1 (100 µM) for better TPs signals. The gaseous O3 output was
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the same as the one given in the peroxone degradation experiments. At designated
time, 1 mL of peroxone-treated sample was taken and quenched for UHPLCQTOF-MS analysis. The collected sample for toxicity bioassay were
preconcentrated for 75-folds and reconstituted with ultrapure water.

Figure. 5-1. Schematic of ozonation experiment setup.
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5.2.2. UV/chlor(am)ination in Chapter 3
UV photolysis and UV/chlor(am)ination were conducted in a lab-made
irradiation chamber (Figure 5-2). The dimensions of the irradiation chamber were
32 cm (W) × 32 cm (D) × 26 cm (H), equipped diagonally with 2 UV-C low
pressure mercury lamps (Sankyo G8T5, 8W, Japan). The lamps emitted at 253.7
nm and total light intensity of 0.75 mW cm-2.2 UV/chlor(am)ination experiments
were performed in 1 mg L-1 (5 µM) of ACE solution (100 mL) in a beaker, which
the dimensions were 14 cm (diameter) × 6.5 cm (H). The pH of solution mixtures
was controlled with 1 mM phosphate buffer. The UV lamps was turned on
immediately after adding Cl2 or NH2Cl when performing UV/chlor(am)ination. UV
photolysis was conducted similarly as in UV/chlor(am)ination without the addition
of chlorine or monochloramine. The reaction mixtures were stirred at 400 rpm with
a magnetic stirrer and the experiment was at ambient temperature. An electric fan
was placed in the interior wall of the irradiation chamber for cooling during UV
photolysis experiment. 1-mL of aliquot sample solution was taken at designated
time intervals and excess Na2S2O3 was used to remove oxidants and analyzed by
UHPLC-QqQ-MS. All the experiments were conducted for two times.

For TPs identification, the initial concentration of ACE was increased to 5 mg
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L-1 (25 µM) for better TPs abundances. The oxidant concentration and light
intensity were followed to the one given in UV/chlor(am)ination degradation
experiments. Sequential chlorination and chloramination were performed by adding
chlorine oxidants in the photolyzed sample after 60 min of UV photolysis. The
experiment was conducted for 60 min and 1-mL aliquot of treated samples were
withdrawn and quenched with Na2S2O3 for UHPLC-QTOF-MS analysis. For
Microtox bioassay, 200 mL of samples were individually collected at designated
time intervals. 2 mL of ultrapure water was used for reconstitution.

Figure 5-2. Lab-made irradiation chamber for UV-C photolysis. (Left) exterior;
(Right) interior.
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5.2.3. Permanganate/bisulfite process in Chapter 4
The degradation of permanganate/bisulfite process and TPs identification were
performed in a 150 mL beaker with the addition of 5 µM of ACE, CBZ and SUC
solution (100 mL). The solution was adjusted with 0.1 M of H2SO4 or NaOH before
experiment. Reactions were started with rapidly adding MnO4- into the solution
mixture containing of HSO3- and the target contaminants. The molar ratio of
[MnO4-]:[HSO3-] was kept at 1:5. Magnetic stirrer was used to thoroughly mix the
reaction mixture (400 rpm) at ambient temperature. 1 mL of treated sample solution
was withdrawn at each time interval and the residual oxidant was quenched with
Na2S2O3. The sample was analyzed with UHPLC-QqQ-MS after filtering with 0.22
µm nylon filter. All the experiments were repeated for two times. During the
Microtox bioassay, 500 mL of samples were individually collected before and after
PM/BS process for pre-concentration. Reconstitution of sample was done by 5 mL
ultrapure water.
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5.3. Analytical methods
5.3.1. UHPLC-QqQ-MS
Degradation of ACE, SUC and CBZ were determined with UHPLC (Agilent
1290 Infinity Series, Agilent Technologies, USA) hyphenated with QqQ-MS
(Agilent 6460 series, Agilent Technologies, USA). Chromatographic separation of
ACE and SUC were performed with Luna 3µ CN column (150 × 2.0 mm, 3 µm,
Phenomenex, USA). The mobile phases were water and methanol in a ratio of 95:5,
with 0.1% of formic acid. Isocratic elution mode was used with a flow rate of 0.25
mL min-1. 5 µL of samples were injected and analyzed for 5 min. CBZ was
separated on a ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18 column (100 × 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm,
Waters, Ireland). The mobile phases used were water and acetonitrile in the ratio of
20:80 with 0.1% formic acid. The flow rate was maintained at 0.35 mL min-1 in
isocratic mode. Injection volume was set at 1 µL and total analysis time was in 2
min. The multiple reaction monitoring transition of ACE, SUC and CBZ are
summarized in Table 5-1. Dual AJS electrospray (ESI) was used in QqQ-MS for
ionization source. Dry nitrogen gas temperature was set at 325 oC with a flow rate
at 8 L min-1 and nebulizer at 40 psig. The sheath nitrogen gas flow temperature was
maintained at 350 oC with the flow rate at 8 L min-1. Capillary voltage and nozzle
voltage were set in 4,000 V and 500 V, respectively.
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Table 5-1. Multiple reaction monitoring transitions for target contaminants used in
the UHPLC-QqQ-MS.
Analytes

Precursor

Product

Fragmentor

Collision

Ionization

ion (m/z)

ion (m/z)

voltage

energy (V)

mode

(V)
ACE

SUC

CBZ

162

82

100

20

Negative

162

78

100

60

Negative

441

395

100

10

Negative

419

239

100

30

Positive

237

194

110

20

Positive

237

179

100

40

Positive
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5.3.2. UHPLC-QTOF-MS
TPs identification were performed with UHPLC (Agilent 1290 Infinity Series,
Agilent Technologies, USA) hyphenated with QTOF-MS (Agilent 6540 series,
Agilent Technologies, USA). Separations were followed as stipulated in 5.3.1. Dual
AJS ESI was the ion source used in QTOF-MS. Reference masses at m/z 112.9855
and m/z 149.0233 were used for correction in negative ionization and positive
ionization, respectively. High resolution mode (4 GHz) was applied to scan the
range of m/z 40-500 with a rate of 2 spectra per second. Nitrogen drying flow was
maintained at 8 L min-1 at 325 ºC. A sheath gas of nitrogen was set at 8 L min-1 with
temperature at 350 ºC. Nebulizer was set at 20 psig, fragmentor voltage was used
at 120 V, skimmer voltage at 65 V, octapole RFPeak voltage at 750 V, Vcap was
4000 V and the nozzle voltage at 500 V.

5.3.3. Instrumental control, data acquisition and analysis
Instrumental control and data acquisition of UHPLC-QqQ-MS and UHPLCQTOF-MS were acquired by software ─ MassHunter Data Acquisition (Version 6.0,
Agilent Technologies) and analyzed with MassHunter Qualitative Analysis
(Version 6.0, Agilent Technologies). Positive and negative ionization modes were
used for screening TPs. A list of chemical discrete molecular features was produced
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by background signal subtraction and isotopic patterns pairing. The preliminary
identified candidate formula was generated by MassHunter with an accurate mass
measurement (within 5 ppm). Fragmentation of molecular ions were conducted
with target MS/MS mode using collision energies at 5 V and 10 V for TPs structure
elucidations.
5.3.4. Water quality analysis
Several water quality parameters of real water matrices including UV 254
absorbance, pH, total alkalinity and COD were investigated. UV254 absorbance was
determined by UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Agilent/ HP 8453 with Temperature
Controller 89090A, Agilent Technologies, USA). pH meter from Thermo Scientific
(Orion 3 Star, USA) was used for measuring pH. Total alkalinity of water was
quantified by titration in pH 4.5 titration end-point according to APHA-2320B
method.3 COD was measured using closed reflux colorimetric method according to
APHA-5220 D method.3 Aqueous H2O2 concentrations were determined by Cu (II)
and 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline colorimetric methods.4 The residual of O3
concentration was measured with indigo colorimetric method following APHA4500 O3 B method.3 Initial Cl2 and NH2Cl concentration were measured by APHA4500 Cl G. N,N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine ferrous titrimetric method.3
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5.4. Bioluminescent Microtox bioassay ─ Vibrio fischeri
Bioluminescent of Microtox bioassay was used to evaluate the preliminary
ecotoxicity of TPs derived from different treatment processes. Samples were
withdrawn separately at designated time points. The withdrawn samples were
further pre-concentrated and lyophilized in a laboratory freeze dryer (FD5512
Floor-model, Ilshin®, Netherlands). Ultrapure water was then used for
reconstitution for toxicity assay.
Marine bioluminescent bacterium ─ V. fischeri was used in the Microtox
bioassay.2 Microtox Model 500 Analyzer from Modern Water (Guildford, UK) was
applied to measure the bioluminescence with temperature controlled at 15 ºC. For
each sample, the inhibition of bioluminescence (%) induced by toxicant was
determined upon 15 min of exposure. All solutions were adjusted to pH 6-8.5 with
HCl or NaOH and osmotic adjustment was performed with osmotic adjusting
solution before toxicity test. Phenol was used as a positive control with a reference
EC50 value of 13-26 mg L-1.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
6.1. Thesis Summary
Advanced oxidation processes with the production of various reactive species
for degrading the target contaminant – acesulfame were investigated in details on
reaction kinetics, transformation chemistry and ecotoxicity change. In this thesis,
three treatment approaches have been intensively studied and discussed with aim to
explore a possible solution for the effective breakdown and control the wide spread
of emerging contaminants in the environment. The outcomes of this work fill the
knowledge gaps about the environmental fate of emerging contaminants and their
potential threat to the environment.
In Chapter 2, the transformation of ACE under peroxone process was studied.
Results demonstrated that peroxone process can effectively degrade ACE with HO•.
Several influential factors on the peroxone process were systematically studied.
ACE undergoes transformation under peroxone process to yield fifteen
transformation products in which four transformation products were reported for
the first time. More persistent TPs were present during the transformation process
by real-time monitoring. Microtox bioassay revealed that peroxone process yields
more toxic ACE intermediates but the toxicity declined for prolonged treatment.
Result showed that the TPs of less toxic byproducts than other treatments were
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generated from peroxone treatment when ACE was completely degraded.
To further investigate the fate of acesulfame in different AOPs with the
production of RCS, transformation of ACE under UV/chlor(am)ination was
investigated in Chapter 3. Results indicated that UV/chlor(am)ination can degrade
ACE more effectively than other single treatments. The effects of pH, coexisted
solutes and water matrix were systematically assessed. UV irradiation is mostly
contributed to the generation of reactive species to ACE degradation under
UV/chlor(am)ination followed by RCS and HO•. Thirty two and twenty eight ACE
TPs were identified during UV/Cl2 and UV/NH2Cl processes, respectively. Among
the identified TPs, thirteen ACE transformation products were newly identified.
Moreover, regulated and unregulated N-DBPs were also found. The observed
differences in ACE transformation products among different treatment approaches
were likely due to the variation of reactive species in the transformation reaction.
Microtox

bioassay

indicated

that

transformation

of

ACE

under

UV/chlor(am)ination produce more toxic byproducts than from direct UV
photolysis.
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In Chapter 4, the degradability of ACE, CBZ and SUC under permanganatebisulfite process were studied. Results showed that olefinic contaminants can be
degraded effectively. Several influential factors on the permanganate-bisulfite
process were systematically investigated. Under the treatment process, ACE and
CBZ yielded seventeen and eleven transformation products with two new ACE
transformation products, respectively. Microtox bioassay revealed that the ACE
transformation products derived from permanganate-bisulfite process did not
induce higher toxicity. Olefinic bond of organic contaminants is suspected to be
one of primary reaction sites for the permanganate-bisulfite process. General
prediction rules of the treatment were proposed.
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6.2. Future Outlook
As illustrated in this thesis, different AOPs have induced different
transformation chemistry for emerging contaminants. Our knowledge in
understanding these emerging contaminants are still insufficient. There are several
research areas that deserved further study: First of all, with the continuous needs in
improving degradation of emerging contaminants from contaminated water, new
AOPs or other treatment approaches that can safely degrade these contaminants and
their transformation products are still demanded. Moreover, many newly developed
AOPs are still in laboratory scale which requires pilot-scale study or full-scale study
on-site in order to apply these AOPs at municipal treatment plants in future.
In addition, it is important to investigate the ecotoxicity of emerging
contaminants and their transformation products with various trophic levels of
organisms so as to comprehensively understand their potential risk to the
environment. Apart from their ecotoxicity, toxicity assessments related to human
and biota should also be investigated. For example, cytotoxicity, genotoxicity and
mutagenicity to mammalian cell lines should be worked out in details in order to
evaluate the potential threat of emerging contaminants to humans’ or biota’s health
in future.
Thirdly, the above-mentioned ecotoxicology studies may only limit to the
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general impact of emerging contaminants. Study on the molecular interaction
between biomolecules (e.g. amino acid and nucleic acid) and transformation
products should also be studied in future. Up till now, we only know that
transformation products may lead to an enhancement of toxicity or detoxification.
However, the mechanism causing the observed toxicity are still remain unclear that
deserved further investigations.
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